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Abstract

This thesis deals with the nature and propagation of Galactic cosmic-ray elec-
trons (CRe−) and positrons (CRe+). Very high energy (VHE; E > 30GeV)
CR(e++e−), reaching the Earth from beyond the solar system, are impor-
tant tracers of recent energetic events in our Galactic neighbourhood (1-2
kpc). Spectral measurements of this radiation may help checking standard
astrophysical scenarios of CR(e++e−) origin (e.g., pulsars, SNRs) versus ex-
otic scenarios (e.g., DM particle annihilation). MAGIC results are crucial to
firmly validate some previous experimental results by bridging the gap, at
low and high energies, with data from (respectively) space-borne and ground-
based detectors.

In this thesis I present a stereo MAGIC data analysis optimized for diffuse
sources of emission. New tools and Monte-Carlo (MC) particle production
are essential ingredients of this method. In this framework I have applied
a specific, non-conventional cleaning algorithm to MAGIC data to finally
obtain the CR(e++e−) spectrum. I derive a CR(e++e−) energy spectrum
with MAGIC stereo data (∼40 h). The spectrum follows a power-law with
spectral index Γ = 3.35±0.23stat±0.15sys in the energy range from '200GeV
to 1.4TeV. The ensuing result appears consistent with previous results from
Fermi-LAT (lower energies) and H.E.S.S. (higher energies) in the energy
ranges where they overlap. No hint of hump structure in the CR(e++e−),
showed by ATIC-2 and ATIC-2+ATIC-4, has been observed at energies be-
tween 300GeV and 600GeV.

When suitable statistics and MC data production will become available
this MAGIC result will be improved, possibly to cover energies > 2TeV.
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Preface

The main goal of this thesis is the measure of the Galactic Cosmic Ray
electrons (CRe−) plus positrons (CRe+) with the MAGIC stereo system using
a novel diffuse analysis technique. Ground-based Cherenkov telescopes are
not able to distinguish among CRe+ and CRe−. This is why hereinafter by
the term CRe I will refer to the sum CR(e++e−). The thesis is organized as
follow:

• Chapter 1 outlines the CR radiation composition coming from space,
focusing mainly in the origin and propagation of CRe. The final section
of the Chapter is devoted to the CRe energy flux results from space-
borne and ground-based experiments until today;

• Chapter 2 describes the formation and composition of the particle
shower generated by a primary CR impacting with the atmosphere,
and the main ground-based experiments for CR and γ-ray detection.

• Chapter 3 describes the MAGIC telescopes and their standard (point-
like) analysis chain;

• Chapter 4 provides a detailed description of the limits and applica-
bility of the diffuse method used in this thesis to measure the CRe
from the MAGIC data. The final Section is devoted to the test of the
electronflux program used to extract signal from the data;

• Chapter 5 contains all the diffuse analysis chain, from the data se-
lection to the final result.

• Chapter 6 presents and discusses the MAGIC CRe spectrum com-
puted in this thesis, also versus previous recent results.

An outlook on future developments concludes this thesis.
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1 Introduction: Cosmic Ray
Electrons & Positrons

In astronomy it is not possible to recreate an event, such as the explosion
of a star or the formation of a planet, every time we need to understand

a physical principle. For over the most of our observational time we have
only few rare opportunities to capture information from space. The only
way we have to study the cosmos is by collecting light at all frequencies. All
objects with a finite temperature emit electromagnetic radiation – this is a
fundamental principle that allow us to observe the Universe.

Figure 1.1 – Atmosphere’s transparency in function of the electromagnetic radi-
ation (Longair, 1992).
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The earliest and the best studied radiation, since the beginning of astron-
omy, has been the visible radiation. This was an obvious choice because the
visible radiation occurs in the wavelength range (conventionally from 400 nm
to 700 nm): the visible spectrum where the human eye is most sensitive.
Thanks to the progresses in science and technology all spectral bands have
subsequently been explored (see Figure 1.1). As we can see from Figure 1.1,
the electromagnetic spectrum can be split into different ranges where some-
times different science approaches may be necessary. The γ-ray band covers
conventionally the energy range above∼ 0.5MeV; very different physics could
be relevant to such huge range. After the discovery of radiation beyond the
visible light, it was discovered that most of the electromagnetic spectrum
that reaches us comes from space. It may be at this point surprising that a
large fraction of the energy that reaches us from space comes in the form of
very energetic particles, supposedly coming from the most energetic events
in the Universe. By comparison, modern particle accelerators can reach only
a few millionth of the energy carried of the most energetic particles arriv-
ing at Earth from space. This discovery projected Astrophysics into another
field of Physics: Particle Physics. Merging techniques and knowledge from
both sides, a new branch of physics was born: Astroparticle Physic (see for
example [1]).

1.1 Cosmic Rays
By cosmic rays we usually mean the particles originating from outside the
Earth. This designation was made by Robert Millikan, who was among the
first to study the composition and nature of these particles – however, he
incorrectly assumed their nature to be purely photonic. At the same time
Arthur Compton suggested that they were charged particles, as the distribu-
tion of the radiation varied with the variation of the Earth’s magnetic field. It
is now known that the term cosmic rays is a misnomer that does not describe
the real nature of this radiation. It was generally assumed that there was
a ubiquitous presence of radiation from outer space, following the discovery
of radioactive materials in 1896 by Henri Becquerel. In fact it was known
that an isolated electroscope was able to discharge spontaneously and that,
in the presence of radioactive materials such discharging was faster [2]: this
was the first confirmation of the presence of a charged radiation permeating
space.

The issue was whether these particles were coming from space or from
the Earth. Domenico Pacini (1911) and Victor Hess (1912) clarified the
extraterrestrial origin of part of the radiation, hence the name “cosmic rays”
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(CRs). In 1936 Hess was awarded the Physics Nobel Prize for his discovery.
(Pacini had died two years earlier.). The origin of CRs still remains not fully
understood.

1.1.1 CR Composition
Cosmic rays are a manifestation of the highest energies produced in the
universe. Their composition is by:

1. charged particles:

(a) ∼ 90% protons,
(b) ∼ 9% of α particles,
(c) ∼ 1% heavy nuclei and
(d) < 1% of electrons.

2. neutral particles:

(a) photons and neutrinos for < 1%.

Really interesting is the energy spectrum of this radiation that covers about
13 orders of magnitude. We can represent the trend of the differential flux
in function of the energy as a power-law:

dφ
dE ∝ E−Γ (1.1)

where the spectral index Γ assumes different values for well-defined areas of
the spectrum. As shown in Figure 1.2, the flux of the particles is initially
roughly constant: this effect is due partly to the solar wind and partly to
the Earth’s magnetic field, which for energies below 1GeV deflects part of
the radiation. There are at least two points where the CR spectral function
changes slope: they are called the knee (at ∼1015.5 eV) and the ankle (at
∼1018.5 eV). Some papers notice the existence of an additional second knee
at 4× 1017 eV. Below the knee Γ ' 2.7, and between the knee and the ankle
Γ ∼ 3: above the ankle Γ = 2.6. For energies above 5× 1019 eV a cut-off
is expected due to the interaction of the cosmic particles with the CMB
(Cosmic Microwave Background) photons. This limit, called the GZK cut-
off, was hypothesized by Greisen [3] and Kuzmin and Zatsepin [4], taking
into account the p-γ interaction involving the photons of the CMB.

Unfortunately for science but luckily for life, the Earth’s atmosphere stops
most of the CRs radiation below 1014 eV: direct observation at these energies
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Figure 1.2 – On the left: CRs spectrum composition for the different particle’s nature [5].
On the right: CRs spectrum with indicated the probabilities to be observed in function of
energy. (Source: Swordy – U. Chicago.)

is only possible with space-borne detectors (satellites, balloons). At higher
energies, the CR flux is too low to be detected with small-area detectors: so
the adopted solution is using the atmosphere as a calorimeter. This is the
concept underlying IACT (Imaging Air Cherenkov Technique) experiments
that I will outline in §2.4.

Photons with energy ≥ 0.511MeV1 are called γ-rays. Because of the very
wide range of almost 13 orders of magnitude for the CRs2 energy, is common
use some (arbitrary) subdivision of the γ-ray band. The standard subdivision
is:

• LE-ME (Low and Medium Energy): 0.5MeV ≤ Eγ < 30MeV;

• HE (High Energy): 30MeV ≤ Eγ < 30GeV;

• VHE (Very High Energy): 30GeV ≤ Eγ < 30TeV;

• UHE (Ultra High Energy): 30TeV ≤ Eγ < 30PeV;

• EHE (Extremely High Energy): > 30PeV.

This thesis is concerned with CR electrons (CRe−) and CR positrons (CRe+)
in the VHE band.

10.511MeV is the energy of the photons produced the annihilation of a e+e− pair.
2in the CRs are included photons, particles and nuclei.
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1.2 Cosmic Ray Electrons & Positrons

The CRe spectrum study is a relatively new experimental branch. Exper-
iments with direct detection, such as Fermi-LAT (Large Area Telescope),
ATIC (Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter), and AMS (Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer), show mutually compatible results up to 300GeV. At higher
energies, only ground-based experiments as MAGIC (Major Atmospheric
Gamma Imaging Cherenkov Telescopes), H.E.S.S. I+II (High Energy Stereo-
scopic System) or VERITAS (Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope
Array System) could cover the VHE energy range given the faintness of the
corresponding flux (see Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3 – The most recent published CRe results. H.E.S.S (H-E [7], L-E [8]), Fermi-
LAT [6], ATIC-2+4 [10] and, AMS-02 [9]. The dotted line represents the large-scale
Galactic component computed with GALPROP [26] while the blue solid line represents the
CRe spectrum computed as the sum of significant contribution from the observed pulsars
within a distance < 1 kpc from the ATNF catalogue [25] and, the large-scale Galactic
component. The dominant contribution of Geminga and Monogem pulsars [23], as an
additional component with an injection index Γ = 1.5 [6], is showed in color dot-dashed
lines.
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1.3 “Standard Model” for CRe Origins
In this discussion I will conservatively follow the so-called standard model [12],
which envisages two main CRe sources. The primary sources are SNR, pul-
sars or other more exotic sources in which only electrons and nuclei, but not
positrons, are accelerated. Secondary CRe are the products of CR collisions
with the interstellar medium (ISM): in the standard model, positrons are
only produced in this scenario. The sum of these two components are re-
sponsible for the final observed CRe spectrum. Following this conservative
approach, the CRe spectrum is calculated numerically solving the diffusion
loss-equation (1.2). The GALPROP code [13] takes into account a realis-
tic distribution of the accelerators and targets in our Galaxy. According
to current majority view, CRs below knee energies are mostly the result of
SNR shock acceleration process. Due to their electric charge and low mass,
electrons suffer deflection by the local Galactic magnetic field and by heavy
charged particles or nuclei, hence they also suffer strong energy losses. This
lies at the heart of why CRe origin is hard to understand. Considering parti-
cles mainly in the VHE range, electrons suffer strong energy losses by Inverse
Compton scattering off ambient photons and by synchrotron radiation during
their diffusion through the Galaxy’s magnetic field. This constrains possible
CRe sources in our Galaxy.

1.3.1 Acceleration and Propagation of CRe in the Galaxy
In the most general case, i.e., accounting for all kinds of energy losses in all
energy ranges, the CR propagation equation can be written as [11]

δψ(~r, p, t)
δt

= q(~r, p, t) + ~∇ · (Dxx
~∇ψ − ~V ψ)

+ δ

δp
p2Dpp

δ

δp

1
p2ψ −

δ

δp
[ṗψ − p

3(~∇ · ~V )ψ]− 1
τf
ψ − 1

τr
ψ , (1.2)

where ψ(~r, p, t) is the CR density per unit of total particle momentum p at
position ~r and time t, q(~r, p, t) is the source term for primary CRs (including
spallation and decay), ~V is the convection velocity, Dxx is the spatial diffusion
coefficient, Dpp is the momentum diffusion coefficient (that describes diffusive
reacceleration), τf is the timescale for fragmentation losses, and τr is the
timescale for radioactive decay.

In a homogeneous environment (i.e., no diffusion), with no particle out-
flows (i.e., no convection), in the case of electrons and positrons (i.e., no losses
for nuclei from collisions, decays, cascades) the equation can be rewritten in
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a more compact way. In Thomson approximation – when the electrons lose a
very small portion of their energy every collision – the (1.2) transforms into
the continuity equation for the electron energy spectrum [21]

dn(ε)
dt = d

dε [α(ε)n(ε)] +Q(ε, t) (1.3)

where n(ε) is the number of particles and ε their energy, Q(ε, t) is the CRe
source function and α(ε) is the term that represents all electron energy losses.
In steady state, dn(ε)

dt = 0, the solution will be of the form:

− α(ε)n(ε) =
∫
Q(ε, t) dε . (1.4)

Solving the integral by taking into account the general form of the energy-
loss function (that includes Coulomb scattering, Bremsstrahlung, and syn-
chrotron plus Compton losses [15]),

α(ε) = aco + abrε+ acsε
2 , (1.5)

and a power-law source function3,

Q(ε, t) ∝ ε−Γ , (1.6)

the steady-state solution is

n(ε) ∝ ε−Γ+1

aco + abrε+ acsε2
. (1.7)

Even for a power-law source function, the various energy losses make the
steady-state electrons spectrum curved, with a local slope that ranges – for
an assumed Fermi injection index Γ = 2 – from 1 at low energies where
Coulomb scattering dominate, through 2 at intermediate energies where
bremsstrahlung losses dominate, to 3 at high energies where synchrotron
plus Compton losses dominate:

n(ε) =


ε−1 α(ε) ∼ aco

ε−2 α(ε) ∼ abrε

ε−3 α(ε) ∼ acsε
2 .

(1.8)

3according to the Fermi-I acceleration mechanism, Γ ≥ 2. Ever since the 1970s, when
several authors [16–19] showed that a simple version of this process leads to a power-
law spectrum that approximately agrees with CR observations, shock acceleration has
commonly been invoked for astrophysical plasmas [20].
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In the case of ground-based air-Cherenkov observations the relevant energy
range is E > 10GeV. In this energy band the dominant energy losses are
due to Compton scattering and synchrotron radiation. The corresponding
energy loss rate for electrons can be expressed as [21]

−dε
dt = acsε

2 = 4σTc

(3mec2)2 ε
2(wrad + wmag) (1.9)

where wrad represents the energy density of CMB, IR, and starlight pho-
tons, whereas B2/8π denotes the energy density of the Galactic magnetic
field wmag. By solving (1.9) it is possible, considering acs ' 1.4 × 10−13

TeV−1 s−1 [14], to estimate the maximum age4 of particles with energy ε0,

tage = 1
acsε0

. (1.10)

This means that the lifetime of 50GeV (1TeV) electrons will not exceed 5×
106 (2 × 105) yr. Using this estimate we can figure out the possible sources
that may contribute to the CRe spectrum. In fact, using the expression for
the characteristic diffusion radius rmax,

rmax ∼
√

2 ·Dxx · tage , (1.11)

where Dxx is the diffusion coefficient [22]

Dxx = 3.5× 1029
(

ε

TeV

)0.3
cm2 s−1 (1.12)

for a 50GeV (1TeV) electron the maximum distance could not exceed 2 (0.7)
kpc. This is why searches of CRe sources started at the very dawn of CR
astrophysics (Figure 1.4).

1.4 Possible Origin of the CRe
Considering the possible origin of CRe, it is crucial to distinguish primary
versus secondary particles. Following the definition adopted in the conven-
tional model [12], only negative electrons are produced in primary sources.
Positrons are produced as secondary particles during the interactions of pri-
mary particles with the ISM, or as decay products of unstable particles. The
sum of these two components give the final observed CRe spectrum. During a
SN explosion CRe are produced. The most important SNR phase responsible

4as the time taken by electrons to go from energy ε→∞ to energy ε = ε0.
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for the particle acceleration, and where the Fermi-I mechanism can occur, is
the adiabatic phase. In this scenario the electrons are accelerated by repeat-
edly going upstream and downstream across the shock front. By modeling
the different SNR phases, we can constrain the origin and energy of CRe
in time and space. In fact (see §1.3.1 and Figure 1.4) the possible sources
of CRe must be located inside a 1kpc radius of Galactic space and must
be younger than 105 years: only few SNRs are currently known that meet
these constraints. Another mechanism could be inside ultra-strong magnetic
fields such as in the vicinity of pulsars, where photon-magnetic-field pair-
production (γ +B → e+ + e−) could take place. Currently there are several

Figure 1.4 – Contours of the electron flux at 3 TeV between distances and ages with the
values of each SNR, in the case of the prompt release of electrons after the explosion. Lines
show equal flux contour for F0 = (E/GeV) 3 J (GeV2m−2s−1sr−1), where J is the flux of
electrons at 3 TeV. Contour levels are 103, 102, 101, and 100(GeV2m−2s−1sr−1) with the
output energy of electrons over 1GeV of W = 1048 erg/SN. Here, the injection spectrum
is a power-law with an exponential cut-off of Ec=10 TeV (dotted line), 20 TeV (dashed
line), and infinity (solid line). Taken from [22].

candidates, but no clear proof could discriminate among different scenarios
of CRe origin. Old and recent data result (see §1.5) could be explained by
the presence of nearby astrophysical sources. It is demonstrated in [23] that
the unpredicted deviation of the CRe flux observed by experiments as Fermi-
LAT [24] and H.E.S.S. [7,8] could be obtained as the sum of all the observed
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pulsars5 inside (∼ 1kpc) of distance and the large-scale Galactic component
(GCRE) – individuating in Monogem and Gemiga the source with the dom-
inant contribution between 100GeV and 1.5TeV (see Figure 1.5). It is also

Figure 1.5 – CRe spectrum as observed from the principal instruments until 2009. Already
in [23] was demonstrated the fundamental dominant contribution of the two nearby pulsar
to the unpredicted over-flux above 60GeV. The blue line is the contribution derived by the
local (< 1pc) observed pulsars from the ATNF catalogue [25] and the large-scale GCRE.
The dotted black line represent the GCRE component computed with GALPROP [26].

common practice to involve Dark Matter particles also in CRe formation.
Possible particles are the Neutralino, Kaluza-Klein UED, Inert Higgs Dou-
blet, Axion and Sterile Neutrino. Other production of CRe could be found
in the hadronic interaction of CRs acceleration at SNR shocks: the first
interaction leads to producing kaons and charged particles that decay into
electrons and positrons. Besides the p-p, p-H or p-He production, also pro-
cesses including p-γ are permitted [27]. Spallation is another mechanism of
CRe production, especially for positrons. Finally, γ-γ interaction between
a VHE photon and an IR photon would also lead to electron/positron pair
production.

5from the ATNF catalogue [25].
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1.5 CRe Experimental Results
In the past 10 years, a number of experiments have shown interesting and
sometimes controversial features in the CRe spectrum at E > 100GeV, i.e.,
in the operation range of ground-based air-Cherenkov telescopes (see §2.2).
The early (i.e., before 2000) experiments were limited by very low statistics,
so hints for the existence of structures, such as humps, in the collected data
were unclear.

1.5.1 Space-borne Experiments
The earliest experiments involved building satellite detectors for the direct
detection of particles from space. As is completely clear (see §1, §2) from the
CRs spectra, only low energy (HE-VHE) particles could be directly detected
by space-born experiments.

ATIC

The Advanced Thin Ionization Calorimeter experiment is a balloon-borne
spectrometer flying in the stratosphere over Antarctica, involving researches
from USA, China, Russia and Germany. This experiment was designed to
measure not only the energy spectra of CR nuclear component from 50GeV
to 100TeV but also CRe energy spectrum. In 2008 the ATIC-2 published [28]
the first reliable CRe spectrum – covering the energy range 20GeV – 3TeV
with the best statistics of its day. This first result provided a better determi-
nation of the spectral index (Γ ∼3), and strikingly claimed the presence of a
huge hump between 300GeV and 800GeV. After a second successful flight
in 2008, ATIC-4, a second publication in 2011 [28] confirmed the presence
of the hump peaking at ∼0.5TeV. This last CRe analysis, where data from
ATIC-4 were used in addiction to ATIC-2, was performed with a new more
efficient background subtraction method.

PPB-BETS

The Balloon-borne Electron Telescope with Scintillating fibers (BETS) is a
highly granulated imaging calorimeter to observe only CRe− from 10GeV
to 100GeV. To observe CRe− above 100GeV, a new advanced PPB-BETS
detector was developed to be flown on Polar Patrol Balloon (PPB). The PPB
project is carried out by the inter-university collaboration with Institute
of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), Japan Aerospace eXploration
Agency (JAXA) and National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR). Also in
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Figure 1.6 – The ATIC-2 [28] and ATIC-2,4 CRe spectrum [10].

2008 PPB-BETS collaboration published [29] a CRe− spectrum with a sim-
ilar structure shown in CRe spectrum by ATIC-2,4 in the range 100GeV -
700GeV (see Figure 1.7). Although this latter hump was not the same as the
earlier one claimed by ATIC-2+ATIC-4, any confirmation of either spectral
feature would disagree with the prediction of the standard model [22].

Figure 1.7 – PBB-BETS CRe− spectrum results until 2008 [29].
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Fermi

Launched in 2008, the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope spacecraft is
equipped with various instruments – the main one is the Large Area Tele-
scope (LAT), designed to observe γ-rays from 20MeV - 300GeV. Thanks to
an extremely efficient strategy of background rejection (based on the γ-ray
analysis), the Fermi-LAT collaboration published in 2009 a first CRe energy
spectrum from 20GeV - 1TeV (see Figure 1.8 [24]). In 2011 the Fermi-LAT
collaboration published a new more complete study on the CRe spectrum,
covering also low energies (7GeV - 1TeV, see Figure 1.9 [6]). The results
on one hand agreed with the ATIC-2,4 data in the range 20GeV - 200GeV
(Γ ∼ 3) and on the other hand they offered no evidence for a hump in the
data. For completeness, it has to be mentioned the most recent result

Figure 1.8 – First Fermi-LAT CRe result (2009) [24]. The blue dashed line represent the
CRe flux prediction of the standard (conventional) diffusive model [30].

(2015), not yet published, of the Fermi-LAT collaboration. It is obtained
by the novel Pass8 [31] data reduction, extending the CRe spectrum until
1.2TeV.
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Figure 1.9 – Second Fermi-LAT CRe result (2010) [6].

AMS-02

The Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer is a detector designed to operate as an
external moudule of the International Space Station (ISS). The AMS ex-
periment could capture primary CRe− energy flux in the range 0.5MeV -
700GeV and primary CRe+ energy flux in the range 0.5MeV - 500GeV. In
2014, the AMS-02 collaboration presented its latest results [9] (Figure 1.10):
the hump at ∼500GeV seems not to be there, but the statistics were too low
for more definitive conclusions to be drawn.

1.5.2 Ground-based Experiments
The IACT (see §2.4) instruments, H.E.S.S. [7, 8], MAGIC (ICRC 2011 [33])
and, VERITAS (ICRC 2015 [34]), have presented CRe spectral results for
different energy ranges. All the IACTs use very similar techniques to dis-
criminate CRe from the background. MAGIC turns out to be more efficient
at low energies, recognizing CRe from 100GeV to ∼2TeV, whereas H.E.S.S.
and VERITAS could recognize CRe from 300GeV to 4TeV. As is well known,
IACTs were built to observe γ-rays. Because of their uncharged nature, pho-
tons preserve their arrival information: this is the most powerful tool for
background suppression. In the CRe analysis, background suppression could
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Figure 1.10 – The CRe energy spectrum measured by the AMS-02
instrument [9].

not use this info because CRe are diffuse. It should also be mentioned that
γ-rays and CRe have indistinguishable shapes in the IACT camera. To min-
imize diffuse Galactic γ-ray contamination, the sky regions selected for data
collection must lie not too close to the Galactic plane. In the high-Galactic-
latitude background the diffuse Galactic γ-ray (VHE) flux is < 0.1% [32].
The huge (compared to satellites or balloons) collection areas of ACTs per-
mits much better statistics at TeV energies.

H.E.S.S.

High Energy Stereoscopic System is a system of 4 (12m diameter each) plus
1 (28m) telescopes located in the Khomas Highlands of Namibia (see §2.2).
H.E.S.S was the first current-generation IACT to present CRe results in 2008.
The H.E.S.S. collaboration published first a high-energy CRe spectrum result
(H-E, [7]) and in 2009 a low-energy CRe spectrum result (L-E, [8]). The
first H-E result leads to a CRe spectrum well fitted by a power-law with
spectral index Γ = 3.9 ± 0.1stat ± 0.3syst. With this first investigation was
supposed a cutoff at around 1TeV (see Figure 1.11). For the L-E CRe result,
the analysis was performed using data taken between 2004 and 2005 for a
total observation time of 77 h. The data are selected to be > 7 degrees
away from the Galactic plane. A dedicated RF (see §3.4.3) algorithm was
used to estimate the electron-likeness parameter, ζ, of each event. To derive
the CRe spectrum, only events with ζ > 0.6 were considered, in his way
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the contribution of heavier nuclei could be neglected. To observe L-E CRe
events, too, the analysis was improved respect to H-E analysis – a lower cut
in size image (80 instead of 200 photoelectrons) was applied. Moreover, to
maintain a good level of shower reconstruction, a cut in the reconstructed
distance from the projected core position on the ground to the array center
was applied: only events inside 100m from the core position were considered
– half respect to the H-E analysis. The resulting low-energy CRe spectrum
exhibit a cutoff around 1TeV. The L-E CRe spectrum follow a power-law
with spectral index Γ = 3.0 ± 0.1stat ± 0.3syst which steepens above 1TeV
where Γ = 4.1± 0.3stat ± 0.3syst (see Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11 – The H.E.S.S. L-E and H-E CRe spectrum [7,8].

MAGIC

I will describe minutely the experiment (in §3), the diffuse-source analysis
chain (in §4) and the old/new result of the CRe energy spectrum analysis
(in §5).

No published MAGIC result on the CRe spectrum exists yet, although
a preliminary result was obtained by D. Borla Tridon in her thesis [70] and
shown at Beijing’s ICRC in 2011 [33].
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My thesis uses improved data than those previously available. Further-
more a parallel independent analysis of MAGIC data has been carried out by
Kathrin Mallot as the basis of her own Ph.D. thesis: her results are consistent
with mine.

VERITAS

The Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System is com-
pounded by 4 Cherenkov telescopes of 12m each (see §2.2). VERITAS col-
laboration showed a preliminary CRe energy spectrum result during the 34th
International Cosmic Ray Conference in the Hague, the Netherlands [34].

The analysis was carried out taking only the data selected to be way from
possible γ-ray contamination (i.e., Galactic Centeter and γ-ray sources) and
well reconstructed inside ∼1° from the camera center of each telescope for a
total of ∼300 h of observational time.

The preliminary CRe energy spectrum result (see Figure 1.12) spans from
300GeV to 4TeV and is well described by a broken power low with a cutoff
around 700GeV: Γ = 3.2±0.1stat before the cutoff and Γ = 4.1±0.1stat after.

Figure 1.12 – The preliminary CRe energy spectrum by VERITAS ICRC 2015 [34]).
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1.6 Positron Fraction
Following the standard model all the positrons are only produced as the result
of the interaction of primary electrons with the ISM, with the consequence
of a predicted decreasing of the positron fraction with energy. It is common
use as a reference the ratio CRe+/CR(e+ + e−) to monitoring the trends
of the CRe+ in the CRe spectrum. Until 2008, experimental data exhibited
positron fraction features different from standard model predictions above 10
GeV [11]. In 2009 [35], 2010 [36] and 2013 [37] the Payload for Antimatter Ex-
ploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA) experiment, confirmed
a deviation above 10GeV (see Figure 1.13). Also Fermi-LAT, publishing in

(a) (b)

Figure 1.13 – Comparison among the positron fraction observed by PAMELA: (a) 2009
result [35] and (b) 2013 result [37].

2012 [38] the positron spectrum in the 20-200GeV range, confirmed a spec-
tral rise above 10GeV (Figure 1.14). The more recent (2014) result, from
AMS [39], highlighted the same feature shown by Fermi-LAT and PAMELA
(Figure 1.15).
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Figure 1.14 – The positron fraction observed by Fermi-LAT [38] in comparison with
others experiment results.

Figure 1.15 – The most recent positron fraction observed by AMS [39].
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2 Indirect CR Detection

Figure 2.1 – Artistic view of several EAS particle’s tracks form
the ground. Source:ASPERA.

As for all experiments, two are the possible ways to detect a signal:

1. directly, and

2. indirectly.

In astro-particle physics direct and indirect detection are referred to the
primary CR event (photon, particle or nucleus). Two fundamental factors
should be kept in mind when planning observations: the energy range (with
suitable distribution laws of the emitting particles), and observational ob-
stacles (natural or economical). Direct detection is usually carried out by
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satellite experiment, whereas indirect detection occurs with ground-based
experiments. This forced choice is due to the spectral distribution of CRs
(steep power-law with energy) and to the presence of the atmosphere. An-
other fundamental point, of not theoretical but practical importance, is the
budget, which is responsible for, e.g., the impossibility to launch a satellite,
with a collection area as large as a soccer pit into orbit. These motivations
have forced and inspired the scientific community to find an alternative indi-
rect solution to the usual direct detection of particles. So the ground-based
experiments were born – a completely new way of dealing with CR observa-
tions, that uses all the knowledge already acquired in high-energy accelerator
physics.

2.1 Extensive Air Showers
Indirect observation of CRs means that the primary event is not immediately
revealed as it is passing through the detector but through secondary produced
particles. The challenge was to use the atmosphere as a big calorimeter,
inspired by high energy physics. As a primary CR event impacts the atmo-
sphere millions of secondary particles are generated (see Figure 2.1). The
nature of the primary plays a fundamental role in the kind of the induced
extensive air shower. Depending on the incoming CR event being hadron or
e±/γ, it is possible to to distinguish between

• electromagnetic shower : induced by γ/e±,

• hadronic shower : induced by hadrons.

Independent of the nature of the primary, only above 50 GeV does the inter-
action with an atmospheric nucleus start producing the cascade of secondary
particles.

2.1.1 Electromagnetic Shower
When a primary γ or e± interacts with an atmospheric nucleus, two are the
fundamental mechanisms responsible for secondary particle production:

1. pair production (in case of primary γ):

γ(γ) −→ e± (2.1)

with a γ free radiation length of Xγ ∼ 29 g cm−2 and
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Figure 2.2 – γ-induced shower dominated by Bremsstrahlung radiation and pair produc-
tion mechanism.

2. Bremsstrahlung radiation (in case of primary e±):

e±(γ) −→ e±γ (2.2)
with a Xe± ∼ 9/7Xγ.

The small differences between the two processes, make the longitudinal elec-
tromagnetic (EM) shower development almost symmetric in time and particle
energy equipartition. In fact, during the shower growth, the initial energy
E is halved at every step among the produced particles. The particle pro-
duction reaches its maximum as the critical energy for secondary particles,

Figure 2.5 – Pair production and Bremsstrahlung radiation produced by the scattering of
a photon (electron) on a nucleus.
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∼ 38MeV in air, is reached – energy at which ionization losses reach the
same level as bremsstrahlung energy losses. Because of the very similar ra-
diation lengths and mean free paths, the critical energies for pair creation
and Bremsstrahlung radiation occur nearly simultaneously, although for e±,
the maximum number of particles is reached at slightly higher altitudes – by
aboutXγ/2 [40]. Depending on the particle nature and energy E, the primary
impact on the atmosphere happens between 10 km and 30 km of altitude a.s.l.,
where higher energy primary CR means more duplication steps, a bigger
number of generated secondary particles, and a deeper reached atmospheric
level. The most energetic VHE γ-ray photon produces a number of secondary
particles that reaches its maximum number at an altitude of ∼ 7 km. The
lateral development of the EM shower depends mostly on Coulomb scatter-
ing and e± deviation by the Earth’s magnetic field. Due to the relativistic
regime of the particles involved, the angular spread θ ∼ mc2/E is very small
– giving the EM shower a very beamed behaviour in lateral development.

2.1.2 Hadronic Shower
In the case of hadrons, the interaction with a nucleus produces various kinds
of particles, unlike the case of the photon induced shower. Protons and
nuclei undergo hadronic interactions and produce pions, kaons and other
nucleons (Figure 2.6(a)). The shower can be divided into three components

First interaction

Primary Particle
(e.g. iron nucleus)

Pion decays
Pion-nucleus
interaction

Second interaction

(a) Hadronic-induced shower with the different
processes that takes places during the develop-
ment.

Primary CR

EM Muonic Hadronic

(b) The different nature of
the three hadron shower com-
ponents.

Figure 2.6 – Hadronic-induced shower created by the impact with the atmosphere.

(Figure 2.6(b)) generated from different interaction with matter:
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1. hadronic component: it is composed of nucleons, mesons, neutrinos
and muons. The first interaction of the primary hadron particle with
the atmospheric nucleus gives rise to a multitude of particles such as
mesons1 that decay in µ±, π±,0 and νµ:

K± −→ µ± + νµ(νµ) (2.3)
K± −→ π± + π0 (2.4)
π± −→ µ + νµ(νµ) (2.5)

where the (5.4) process is the most copious and the pion rate production
is equally distributed among charged and neutral pions. The shower
will grow until the energy per nucleon is below the pion production
threshold, ∼1GeV.

2. muon component: composed by muons as a product of the decay of
mesons (5.5). The muon mean free path is so long that it can reach
the ground with a large fraction of the initial energy. A small fraction
of muons can decay giving rise to electrons and neutrinos:

µ± −→ e± + νe(νe) + νµ(νµ). (2.6)

3. EM component: is dominated by the decay of neutral pions, that are
1/3 of the total pions.

π0 −→ γ + γ. (2.7)

The produced photons are indistinguishable from the primary photons,
going to be the main source of the background noise in the γ-ray data
acquisition.

Strong-interactions in a shower development are totally asymmetric with
respect to the ordered evolution of an electromagnetic shower. The three
different developments of a hadronic shower are the first reason for an uncol-
limated beam: mesons receive a higher transversal momentum than electrons
and positrons. All this produces a wider and irregular development of the
shower (see Figure 2.7). This is one of the parameters used to separate elec-
tromagnetic showers (initialed by a cosmic photon) and hadronic showers
(initiated by a CR).

1kaons and pions.
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Figure 2.7 – MC EAS simulation for proton-induced (left) and γ-induced (right) shower
for a 100 GeV (top) and 1TeV (bottom) primary event [41].
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2.2 Ground-Based Detectors
The only way to see primary CRs above the VHE range, i.e., above the upper
limit of CR satellite experiments, is using the atmosphere as a calorimeter.
This type of detection, obviously indirect, is carried out mainly with two
different types of ground based detectors:

• Extensive Air Shower Arrays Detectors. These detectors are built
to detect the EAS particles passing all the atmosphere until the ground.
Advantages are the long duty cycle and wide field of view (FoV). The
disadvantage are a low sensitivity and low energy threshold. To this
class belong, e.g., detectors as scintillation counters (high arrival time
accuracy) and water Cherenkov EAS detection counters. The only way
to maximize the number of particles reaching the ground is to build
experiments at very high altitudes. An example of Array of sparse

Figure 2.8 – AS-γ sparse scintillator experiment in Yangbajing.

scintillator-based detector at high altitude is the Tibet AS-γ Experi-
ment located in Yangbajing at 4300m a.s.l.. Water Cherenkov exper-
iments, consider detectors physically covering an entire ground area
using water-Cherenkov technique. An example of water-Cherenkov ex-
periment was Milagro (decommissioned in 2008). It was located in
New Mexico and consisted of two parts. The inner one was made by
a central pound detector covering a continuative area of ∼5·103 m2,
surrounded by 175 instrumented water tanks for a total sensitive area
of ∼40·103 m2. The water-Cherenkov technique consists, with the aim
of photo-multipliers-tubes (PMTs), in the capture of the Cherenkov
light emitted by the physical passage of the shower particles in the
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pool water. Recently in Mexico the High-Altitude Water Cherenkov
Observatory (HAWC) was inaugurated with an expected sensitivity 15
times higher than the previous Milagro.

(a) View of the new HAWC water
Cherenkov experiment in Messico [42].

(b) Milagro water-Cherenkov experiment
with in red the out rings of sparse water
tanks [43].

Figure 2.9 – The old (Milagro) and new (HAWC) generation of water-Cherenkov EAS
experiments.

• Air Cherenkov Telescopes. To reach the minimum threshold energy
level for the ground-based experiments, air-Cherenkov telescopes have
been built in order to capture the Cherenkov radiation produced by
the secondary particles in the atmosphere. This Cherenkov-telescope
technique covers the energy range between the maximum energy satel-
lite threshold, ∼300GeV, and the minimum EAS energy threshold,
∼3TeV. Current Cherenkov telescopes are H.E.S.S. I + II, MAGIC
(Major Atmospheric Gamma-ray Imaging Cherenkov Telescope), VER-
ITAS, CANGAROO, and FACT (First G-APD Cherenkov Telescope).
In spite of the small energy range, the relatively small FoV2 and the
low duty cycle,3 these experiments have a better background rejection
and sensitivity from ∼30GeV (for MAGIC’s Sum Trigger lowest en-
ergy threshold among the Cherenkov telescopes) to ∼10TeV (H.E.S.S.
I+II).

– H.E.S.S. I+II. The first phase of the H.E.S.S. experiment (H.E.S.S.
I) was concerned with the construction of 4 Cherenkov telescopes
of 12m diameter each, that went into operation in late 2003. The
experiment is located in Namibia and operated by a collabora-
tion that includes Namibia, South Africa, Germany, France, the

2∼ 3°-5°.
3because it depends on the night/day cycle and the weather. No data are taken during

daylight and bad weather.
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UK, Ireland, Austria, Poland, the Czech Republic, Sweden, Arme-
nia, and Australia. This array system of 4 telescopes is sensitive
up to 100TeV, and reaches the best sensitivity and angular res-
olution (∼0.06°) among IACTs. The second phase (H.E.S.S. II)
begun with the construction and use of a fifth Cherenkov telescope
(28m of diameter) in late 2012. With the simultaneous use of all
5 telescopes the sensitivity and the energy threshold have further
improved.

Figure 2.10 – H.E.S.S. I+II experiment: 4(12 m) +1(28 m)
telescopes [44].

– VERITAS. An array of 4 Cherenkov telescopes of 12m diameter
each, it observes primary events from 100GeV to 10TeV. The
experiment is located in the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory
(FLWO) in southern Arizona, USA and has been operating since
middle 2007.

Figure 2.11 – VERITAS, array of four ∼12m telescopes [45].

– MAGIC I-II. I will describe the system of two Cherenkov tele-
scopes in §3. I used only MAGIC data for the original part of this
thesis.

To complete the ground-based framework we have to quote also fluorescence
and radio ground detectors. These kind of instruments are usually built in
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Figure 2.12 – MAGIC I-II telescopes of 17m each [46].

addition to other EAS Array experiment. When EAS secondary particles
excite metastable energy levels of atmospheric atoms and molecules,4 their
deexcitation produces an isotropic UV fluorescence light – that is also visible
by satellite experiments (g.e, JEM-EUSO experiment). The radio ground
detectors are build to capture the beamed synchrotron radiation due to the
EAS charged particles deflected by the Earth’s magnetic field.

2.2.1 CTA
The Cherenkov Telescope Array project was presented to the scientific com-
munity in late 2005 [47]. This project, one of the biggest science experiments
ever, involves over a thousand of scientists and 25 different nations including
Italy. The base concept is to use all the experience acquired with previous
and current ground-based Cherenkov experiments to build two big observa-
tories:

1. CTA North: the Cherenkov telescope array in the North hemisphere
will be devoted mainly to the study of Northern extragalactic sources.
The telescopes will be optimized to observe in the energy range 10GeV
- 1TeV. The location was recently decided to be at Roque de los
Muchachos in La Palma (Spain) with the Instituto de Astrofisica de
Canarias (IAC) – where actually MAGIC operates.

2. CTA South: this southern site will be mainly devoted to the ob-
servation of the Galactic Center and Galactic sources. The array of
Cherenkov telescopes will be built to cover the fully accessible energy
range from some 10GeV to ∼100TeV. Also in this case the location
was recently decided to be on Mt. Paranal (Chile) at the European

4in particular nitrogen molecules.
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Southern Observatory (ESO) site. The project will realize three differ-
ent Cherenkov telescopes exploiting previously gained knowledge and
current technology:

• Large Size Telescope (LST): with a diameter of ∼23m and an
energy threshold of ∼20GeV.

• Medium Size Telescope (MST): with a diameter between 9.5m and
12m to cover energies from 100GeV to 10TeV.

• Small Size Telescope (SST): with a diameter between 4m and 6m
to reach few TeV.

In total the project envisages construction of 4 LST, 25 MST, and 70
SST for operation on the South site (see Figure 2.13), and 4 LST and
15 MST for the North site [48].

Figure 2.13 – Sketch of a possible CTA-S configuration.

The possible configuration foresees, for the North site, placing the array of
the LST in the inner part, surrounded by the MST – the SST will cover an
area of ∼1.7× 106 m2 from the centre of the array. The North array will
be made up of 4 central LST surrounded by 15 MST for a total area of
∼1.6× 105 m2. The CTA project will improve on the sensitivity of current
ground-based experiments by a factor 5-10. The construction will probably
start in 2016, to reach completion in 2020.

2.3 The Cherenkov Radiation
The Cherenkov radiation was discovered by Pavel Alekseevič Cherenkov and
earned him the 1958 Nobel prize in Physics. The Cherenkov effect can be
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observed every time a charged particle crosses a medium with a velocity
greater than the speed of light in that medium. When the particle crosses
the medium, along its path a local polarization takes place. We may see the
effect under two different view:

• physical description: when the particle travels in the medium,

– with a velocity v < c/n −→ the locally created dipoles go back into
their rest positions almost simultaneously with the passage of the
particle. The discharge of the dipoles happens almost elastically
(see Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.14 – On the left:
symmetric polarization for
particles with v<c/n.

Figure 2.15 – On the right:
correct configuration for
Cherencov light creation.

– with a velocity v > c/n −→ the rearrangement of the dipoles
happens in a coherent way because the velocity of the particles is
larger than the response time of the medium. In this conditions
the electromagnetic radiation produced during the rearrangement
of the dipoles radiates as a coherent wave front (see Figure 2.15).

• geometrical reconstruction: only when the velocity of the particle is
> c/n do we speak about the characteristic Cherenkov angle θ. The
geometrical reconstruction of the Cherenkov radiation is useful to un-
derstand the origin of the electromagnetic wave front and the role of
the Cherenkov angle θ. Following basic geometrical relations, as in
Figure 2.16:

v cos θ = c

n
, cos θ = c

n

1
v

(2.8)

These simple relations lead us to some immediate considerations:

1. the θ angle assume its minimum value θmin if the particle velocity
is equal to the speed of light in the medium:

v = c

n
=⇒ cos θmin = 1 (2.9)

that is when the Cherenkov radiation starts/stops.
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Figure 2.16 – Geometric representation of a Cherenkov wavefront [49].

2. when the particle velocity tends to speed of c:

v = c =⇒ cos θmax = 1
n

(2.10)

This means that the Cherenkov radiation can be transported out only within
the Cherenkov angle:

0 < θ ≤ arccos(1/n), (2.11)

where the refraction index plays a fundamental role, especially in scenario
where n changes with the altitude. Let’s assume the minimum velocity to
crate a Cherenkov radiation. If we consider the energy of the particle:

Et = γmc2 = mc2√
1− 1/n2

(2.12)

we could find a simple relation for the minimum energy threshold for a parti-
cle to create a Cherenkov radiation. Expression (2.12) highlights the crucial
role of the medium. In fact in the atmosphere n is relatively low at high
altitudes and high near sea level, while the opposite holds true for the Et.
The Cherenkov radiation is captured by the ground-based Cherenkov tele-
scopes. On the ground, assuming a n ∼1.00029 at seal level, we expect
the Cherenkov angle to be ∼1.38°, and slowly decreasing with increasing of
altitude. The light observed by the Cherenkov telescopes is the resulting
projection on the ground of all the Cherenkov radiation from each charged
particle in the shower with v > c/n – an event on the camera surface is the
result of this overlapping radiation.

If on one hand the atmosphere is essential for Cherenkov light production,
on the other hand it also efficiently absorbs and scatters it. In particular:

• Rayleigh Scattering: is the mechanism responsible for the blue color
of the sky. The atmosphere is mostly composed by N (78%) and O2
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(21%). These molecules have a size of the order of the UV/blue wave-
length. It is the most efficient mechanism for photon energy loss in
atmosphere. This scattering affects most of the photon path (2-15 km)
with an efficiency λ−4.

• Molecular Absorption: the molecules in the atmosphere absorb and
emit at a particular frequency. In particular H2O absorbs different
wavelengths above 700nm, while O2 and O3 absorb wavelengths under
300nm (see Figure 2.17). This mechanism combined with re-emission
is the well-known greenhouse effect.

Figure 2.17 – Atmospheric molecular absorption as a function of pho-
ton wavelength [50].

2.4 Imaging Air Cherenkov Technique
The Cherenkov radiation permits to reveal the passage of particles in the
atmosphere. Focussing on a primary event, particle or photon, all the light
generated by each secondary charged particles is projected to the ground
forming the Cherenkov light pool, typically an area of ∼120m of radius (see
Figure 2.18).
Because particles travel with v > c/n, the velocity of the radiation is smaller
than that of the travelling particle: this is why on the ground the time
collection lasts from 5 to 10ns, while the single Cherenkov radiation pulse
lasts 1ns. All the information we can use is embodied in the shape and
intensity of the light pool captured by the Cherenkov telescopes – they are
optical instruments but with completely different electronics and imaging
capabilities from classical astronomical telescopes. In fact in capturing light
pulses of the order of ∼ns, the CCD camera used in astronomy is completely
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Figure 2.18 – Cherenkov light pool of a primary CRe on the ground.

useless because it works with a time accuracy of ∼ms. The only way to
capture these very shorts flashes is by using PMTs (photomultiplier tubes).
Recently, for small telescope cameras, a new generation of detectors have
been developed that could replace PMTs. The silicon photomultiplier (SiPM)
detector could be the way to squeeze in just one sensor the very fast time
resolution of PMTs and the very high spatial resolution of CCDs – the only
drawback seems to be the high thermal noise that limits the active area. The
goal of the IACT technique is the possibility to associate a primary event
to each light pool – it is a completely topological technique, that takes into
account the time and the spatial distribution of the signal in the camera.
About the timing of the light pool, it is possible, during the formation of the
EAS, to identify three different regions of a single event (see Figure 2.20):

• the head: is the region of the shower between the first impact of the
primary particle in the atmosphere and the point where the particles
produced are half of the maximum number of particles produced in all
the shower,

• the core: it is the region that include the maximum number of particle
that have been produced,
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(a) Classical photomultiplier tube. (b) One of the first SiPM produced in
Italy by the IRST of Trento.

Figure 2.19 – Two different photosensors used for Cherenkov telescopes camera.

Figure 2.20 – Three different parts of a single cascade induced by a
primary CR impacting the atmosphere [51].

• the tail: the final part of the EAS, when the number of secondary
particles ceases to grow.

All the information about the primary event is embodied in this light pool
– the task of each collaboration is to build an experiment sensible enough
to capture each observable event in time and size. Because a hadronic EAS
produces also an EM shower, the integration of a very powerful statistical
discrimination method is crucial. I will illustrate this method in §3.4.3.
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Figure 3.1 – View of the location of the MAGIC telescopes experiment. On the background
the slopes of the Roque de los Muchachos and other telescopes part of the Instituto de
AstrofÌsica de Canarias (IAC). Credit: Daniel Lopez.

The Major Atmospheric Gamma Imaging Cherenkov telescopes are a sys-
tem of 2 Cherenkov Telescopes of 17 m diameter each belonging to

the category of ground-based experiments and so to the indirect detection
of CR events. The MAGIC collaboration involves several countries such as
Germany, Italy, Spain, Finland, Switzerland, Poland, Croatia, Bulgaria and
Japan. MAGIC’s location is on the Roque de Los Muchachos in the North-
Atlantic Canary island of La Palma (2245m a.s.l., 28°45’ N, 17°54’ W). The
motivation for the MAGIC project was originally to reach the lowest low-
energy threshold possible for IACTs experiments, making this new project
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the only one able to bridge the spectral gap between γ-ray satellites and EAS
arrays. The MAGIC experiment originally consisted of only one telescope:
MAGIC I, operative since Fall 2004. In 2009, after five years of mono data
acquisition, a second telescope, MAGIC II, with the same size of MAGIC I,
went into operation. MAGIC II stands at a distance of ∼85m from MAGIC
I. The stereo configuration has increased the MAGIC sensibility of a factor of
∼2 and has reduced somewhat the Eth. The light-weight construction enables
both telescopes to slew to any position in the sky in 20 s in case of a GRB
alert. Over the years, the MAGIC collaboration has opted for a innovation
policy rather than a statical one – that choice kept the experiment running
for the first 8 years not perfectly homogeneous but got in line with the tech-
nological progress, increasing both the sensitivity and the energy threshold.
The major and the latest upgrade of the MAGIC I-II system so far was made
in two stages between summer 2011 and summer 2012 [52, 53], representing
the fundamental step to make the data acquisition perfectly homogeneous
– increasing further the sensitivity and enhancing the data processing (see
Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 – Comparison of the integral sensitivity of MAGIC from the beginning of the
project to the last upgrade in 2013 [53].
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3.1 MAGIC Florian-Goebel Structure
The two telescopes are both equipped with one reflector dish mirror surface
with a parabolic shape of 17m diameter for a total dish surface of 236m2.
The parabolic curvature is essential because by definition1 it guarantees the
best isochronous response of the mirrors. The focal length is equal of the
diameter of the dish so the telescope is an f/12. This ratio is very small
and leads to a strong coma aberration of 7% on the image: this is the cost
to be paid to have a lightweight structure of the telescope. This structure
is supported by a hexagonal carbon fiber to reach the weight of about 15
tons, for an easier movement while keeping the structure deformation below
3.5mm. Both telescopes are equipped with an Alt-Azimuth mount on a
circular rail as in (Figure 3.3), that is fast and less bulky then Equatorial
one – all the modern big optical telescopes have mounts of this type.
The azimuth axis is operated by two 11 kW motors designed to rotate the

(a) MAGIC, Azimuth circular rail. (b) Elevator axis and motor [55].

Figure 3.3 – MAGIC, azimuth and elevator rail and motor.

telescope up to 400° from the park position. The elevation axis is equipped
with one 11 kW motor that allows freedom of rotation in the range −80°-
150° from the park (looking at horizon) position. This structure is designed
to have a position accuracy of ∼0.02°. I will now outline the substantial
differences between the two telescopes as a function of time, i.e., pre-upgrade3

versus post-upgrade.
1spherical mirrors with no isochronous response would mean keep open the camera trig-

ger for a time delay of the order of the Cherenkov event with a increase of the background
noise.

2Focal ratio: f/D = 1.
3fundamental distinction because I performed my analysis with data belonging to this

period and not the newest one.
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3.2 Pre-Upgrade Telescope Configuration
Over the years several upgrades were performed in order to guarantee top
efficiency and technological progress. Because in this thesis I used data be-
longing to the time span December 2009 - June 2012 (i.e., pre-upgrade), I
will describe the status of the two telescopes from the pre-upgrade phase [54]
until the current post-upgrade telescope phase [52, 53]. The greatest differ-
ences between the two telescope structures lie in the camera, the readout
system, and the mirror material and composition. While the latter didn’t
change through the years, the other components underwent several upgrades.
I will now describe the telescopes’ pre-upgrade hardware configuration.

3.2.1 MAGIC I
This telescope was the first one to be built in 2004, and was used for 5
years in mono mode. The target sources were Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN),
Supernova Remnants (SNR), Pulsar Wind Nebulae (PWN), and the Galactic
Center. In this initial firsts 5 years the MAGIC collaboration published more
than 30 papers.

Figure 3.4 – Detail of the MAGIC I dish mount [55].

The MAGIC I Dish

The MAGIC I dish consists of 956 square aluminum mirrors with a 49.5 cm
side and a curvature radius of 34.1 - 36.6m depending of the mirror position
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on the dish. The mirrors are grouped by four (inner ones) and by three
(outer ones), forming modules. Each module has two actuators on the rear,
that allow all possible module orientations. This operation is done with the
help of a laser (635 nm) located in the middle of each module (Figure 3.4). A
special software called Active Mirror Control (AMC) was written to adjust
the position of the mirrors, that are constantly subject to variations of gravity
especially during the telescope’s slewing to large zenith angles.

Figure 3.5 – MAGIC, laser calibration mirror. (Credit: ASPERA/R.Wagner, MPI Mu-
nich)

The MAGIC I Camera

The MAGIC I camera is enclosed in a box symmetrically attached to both
sides of a carbon fiber arch-like structure. The design is thought to minimize
the possible shadow of the camera structure on the mirrors.
The PMTs camera has a diameter of 1.5m and a weight of 450 kg (including
box) for a total FoV of ∼3.5°. The PMTs are arranged to form a regular
hexagonal shape of 60 cm a side (Figure 3.6), and are divided into two parts:

• inner: composed of 397 PMTs (2.5 cm each) with a FoV of 0.1° each,

• outer: composed of 180 PMTs of twice the size and FoV of those in
the inner part.
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(a) Camera layout: blue pixels are
the bigger PMTs [55].

(b) Outer and inner PMTs [55].

Figure 3.6 – MAGIC I camera and PMTs.

Each PMT reaches 20% of the mean quantum efficiency in the wavelength
range 300-600 nm, with a response time ∼1ns, and is coated with a special
wavelength shifter to enhance the sensitivity on the UV frequencies – the
optimal condition to capture Cherenkov light flashes. Furthermore, Winston
cones are placed over all PMTs to minimize camera light losses.

3.2.2 The MAGIC I-II Readout Signal Path
After a Cherenkov flash has been captured by the cameras, the photo-electrons
generated by the PMTs must be digitalized and stored properly. Two fun-
damental steps, in different locations, underlie the correct elaboration of the
signal (Figure 3.7):

1. Telescope → Counting House: in this first step the output signal from
the PMTs is immediately pre-amplified, reconverted to light (∼850nm)
and transmitted (via a 162m optical fiber) to the Counting House where
the Data Acquisition System (DAQ) is located. The decision to recon-
vert the electric signal back and to transmit it via optical fiber instead
of coaxial cables, was taken for two main reasons:

(a) the fiber’s light dispersion is very small due to the total refraction
of the fibers with no problems with electromagnetic fields or eddy
current and,

(b) fibers are very lightweight with respect to coaxial cables.
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Figure 3.7 – Readout system for MAGIC I [49].

2. → Counting House: once the signal has reached the Counting House,
it is reconverted into an electric pulse by photodiodes in the receiver
board, and is splitted into two parts. One part is routed to the trigger
branch, the other to the amplitude digitalization system.

3.2.3 The MAGIC I-II Trigger Branch
The trigger decision system is laid out so as to have three consecutive levels of
selection of the very fast signal: this is the fundamental way to discriminate
noises from the background.

• Level 0 trigger (L0T): it is the ground-state discrimination level for
each PMTs. Only if the signal, fixed by a Discriminator Threshold
(DT), exceeds a minimum threshold in a time similar to a Cherenkov
light flash, is the PMT considered on. This Trigger Level is restricted
to only 325 inner PMTs for MAGIC I, that means an effective trig-
ger region of 2.55 deg2 (∼0.9° radius from the centre of the camera).
MAGIC II L0T is confined to the inner 547 pixels covering an area of
4.30 deg2 (∼1.2° radius from the camera center). The DT could be set
for each PMT individually in order to account for the presence of a
bright star in the observation FoV, different time-light conditions such
as twilight, or the presence of the moon in the sky.

• Level 1 trigger (L1T): it is the next-neighbor time-coincidence check.
The second trigger level L1T is active on 19 hexagonal macrocells (Fig-
ure 3.8) each of which is made up of 36 PMTs – although the number
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.8 – The 19 hexagonal macrocells for the L1T check in MAGIC I (a) and MAGIC
II (b) camera

of macrocells is the same for MAGIC I and II, there is a little difference
in the arrangement4. The adopted rule is that the signal is kept only
if a number of next neighbor (NN) are on after the L0T. The available
options are 2NN, 3NN and 4NN.

• Level 2 trigger (L2T) it is the topological discrimination level. After
the L1T is possible to discriminate events based on the angular rotation
of the image created in the detector.

• Level 3 trigger (L3T) it is the stereo trigger level. At this stage
when both telescopes recorded 3NN L1T signals, the L3T coincidence
level selects only the instantaneous5 events in both cameras.

The MAGIC I-II Amplitude Digitalization System

After the trigger discrimination the signal that has passed all the canons have
to be digitalized. Depending on the use of the MUX FADC (multiplexing
Flash Analog Digital Converter) of MAGIC I or the Domino Ring Sample
chip (DRS2) of MAGIC II, the signal is properly shaped and sampled. At
the end of the recording chain the signal is digitalized and grouped in run
files with all the information for each event. Different kind of run files are
generated during a common observation night for each telescope:

4to exploit the larger trigger area of MAGIC II w.r.t. MAGIC I (pre-upgrade period).
5taking into account the different positions and pointing directions of the telescopes

during an observation.
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• Data run. Commonly the data run is splitted into several sub-run
data files. Each sub-run data contains ∼32.000 events for MAGIC I
and ∼11.000 events for MAGIC II. After a repointing, the data run
is complete and a new one starts. During the data acquisition, inside
each sub-run data files an interleaved calibration events is stored at a
fixed rate (25-50 Hz) to keep possible fluctuation with respect to the
Calibrated run6 under control. Each run data file stores the info on
each event captured during the observation – like a snapshot. Every
single sub-run data file – as the smallest unit containing data events
– is generated with a precise identifier name. The general structure is
the following:

Date_Telescope_Run.SubRun_Lt_Sourcename–WDst+DegreeRot.Ext

where Lt is the letter that identifies the state of the file in the anal-
ysis chain, Dst is the WOBBLE-off position of the source, DegreeRot
is the starting degree point of the observation after a defined Dst (see
next Section 6.4). Data run are identified by the D letter at raw level
(.raw).

• Pedestral run. It denotes files that contain 1000 events and are taken
before every observation and every hour. The information contained
in each file are taken with random trigger and are essential to estimate
the background signal of the Night Sky Background(NSB) light. These
.raw files are identified by the P letter.

• Calibration run. One calibration run file contains about 4000 events
and is taken after every pedestral run. These runs files are fundamental
for the process of calibration: in particular to calculate the conversion
factor from FADC counts into photo-electron counts and the arrival
time. The calibration is taken as a sort of flat-field generated by the
uniform illumination of the camera by pulsed UV LEDs. They are
identifier with the C letter.

During the night, in parallel with the data taking, the MOLA (MAGIC On-
Line Analysis) software provides a fast real-time preliminary analysis on the
observed source. It is very useful for monitoring sources7 and for eventually
opting for a time reallocation of the scheduled sources. At the end of the
observation an automatic Data Check procedure generates through a set of

6see next item.
7for some monitored sources if the flux exceeds a certain threshold, it is request to send

an alert to the other observatory.
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root macros and scripts, useful plots and notes to check the subsystems and
the data. Today the .raw data taken on the previous night together with
the preliminary results of MOLA and the DataCheck are transferred to the
data center in Barcelona (Port d’Informació Científica - PIC). In addition an
email with the publication of the previous night Runbook8 is sent at all the
MAGIC analyzers’ member group.

3.2.4 MAGIC II
MAGIC II saw its first light in Spring 2009 and went into regular operation
in Fall 2009. It is essentially a clone of MAGIC I with some improvements,
mainly regarding the more pixelized camera and a lower-cost, more compact
readout system [57].

Figure 3.9 – MAGIC II.

The MAGIC II Dish

The mirror diameter is the same of MAGIC I. The square tiles making up
the dish mirror are 247, each with a surface of 1m2 (Figure 3.10). So, for
MAGIC II the mirror panel is the single mirror tile. The reflecting surface

8is a sort of digital report that is updated by the operations during the night: any prob-
lems of operations in tracking the sources, particular weather conditions, and hardware
settings/problems are written here.
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of the innermost 143 mirrors tiles are diamond-milled aluminum plates as
same as in MAGIC I. The outermost 104 mirror tiles are aluminum-coated
glass sheets. The calibration of the mirror tiles is different from that used
for the first telescope. MAGIC II is equipped with nanolasers (λ = 355 nm)
for short ( >1 ns) light pulses.

Figure 3.10 – Camera of MAGIC II reflected in the mirror of the telescope [55].

The MAGIC II Camera

The first substantial difference with the first telescope is in camera shape
and in the pixel composition of the camera. The 1039 PMTs composed the
MAGIC II camera are arranged forming a round shape. Each pixel has a
FoV of 0.1° and a size equal to the inner PMTs of MAGIC I (Figure 3.10).
In this case 547 innermost pixels (versus 397 for MAGIC I) take part in the
triggering. This maximized trigger area allows a better reconstruction to be
made for WOBBLE Mode observations (see §3.4.1) and for events away from
the geographic zenith with a high Impact parameter (see §3.4.3). Of course,
in this way a big extended source, can be better observed. Some pixels are
dedicated to HPD testing – a novel detection technology implemented for
MAGIC purposes.
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3.3 Post-Upgrade Telescope Configuration

During 2011- 2012 the MAGIC telescopes experienced a major upgrade of
the two telescopes system. The final goal of this huge effort was having a
completely homogeneous stereoscopic system – i.e., making MAGIC I and
MAGIC II identical [52]. MAGIC I was the telescope with the most changes
after the upgrade. In particular the camera, the trigger and the readout
system were completely upgraded to make them identical to MAGIC II. For
this reason, the MAGIC I Camera was completely rebuilt for a round con-
figurational shape of 1039 PMTs 2.54 cm homogeneously distributed around
the camera – the trigger area went from 2.55 deg2 to 4.30 deg2 with a total
number of 547 trigger pixels. Both telescopes are now equipped with a com-
pletely new (for MAGIC I), and upgraded (for MAGIC II), DRS4 chip. Such
new DRS chips enable an increase a charge resolution, reduced maintenance
and operative costs, and more compact electronics.

3.4 MAGIC Standard Analysis Chain

All the MAGIC analysis procedure is made by a dedicated software pack-
age MARS (MAGIC Analysis and Reconstruction Software) entirely written
by the MAGIC collaboration’s members. This software is maintained and
suitably updated during the year. In this way, contributions from different
science projects, such as AGN, pulsar, or diffuse particle study etc., can be
integrated on the same analysis chain.

In this section I will focus on the standard analysis chain – used and
in principle developed to maximize the point-like γ-ray sources detection,
i.e. AGN – following all the analysis’s steps essential for the correct signal
extraction and energy spectrum determination. As already pointed out, in
the field of the ground-based experiments the detection of primary γ-rays
is completely indirect, exploiting the atmosphere as huge natural calorime-
ter. Experiments based on the IACTs technique suffer therefore from a huge
background contamination due in particular by dominant hadron-induced
particles showers (see §2.1). Indirect detection are only possible with the
aid of a strong and solid statistical method, similarly to what happens with
particle-accelerators data but with less control of the experimental environ-
ment. From now on I will describe the standard MAGIC analysis chain,
taking it for granted that the purpose of the analysis is the possible detec-
tion of a point-like γ source.
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3.4.1 Observational Methods
Depending on the kind of study and observed source, the collaboration opted
for two observing modes:

• ON & OFF Mode. In this mode the telescopes directly point on, and
follow, the catalogue coordinate of the source so that the latter appear
in the centre of the camera (ON Mode). This is the most efficient
method because most of the events coming from the pointed source lie
in the FoV of the camera, minimizing bad event reconstruction. The
disadvantage is that additional OFF -data observational time is spent
for background estimation (OFF Mode). The way to collect this data
is to point to a region of the sky 1° off the ON -data source provided
that there is no obvious source there. One shortcoming is that the
OFF -data are taken on strictly different times and weather from the
ON -data, which is inconvenient for the statistical analysis approach.

• WOBBLE Mode. This is the most frequently used MAGIC data
taking. It is a good compromise between the ON & OFF modes. The
method consists in pointing the source with a certain offset [standard
is 0.4° off the source: WOBBLE 1 (W1)] and alternately pointing the
telescope in the diametrically opposite direction (W2). Normally the
WOBBLE cycle touches 4 positions – W3 andW4 are obtained rotating
the W1 and W2 pointing positions by 90° (see Figure 3.11). Each
position is usually observed for 20 minutes. The Alt-Azimuth mount is
affected by the apparent field rotation of the sky, so every 20 minutes
the source makes an apparent motion on the camera of 5°. With the
WOBBLE mode we have same conditions for source and background,
but less efficiency in the event reconstruction (because parts of some
events are outside the trigger region).

Figure 3.11 – On the left: ON Mode observation. On the right: possible
WOBBLE Mode (W1-W2, W3-W4) configuration.
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3.4.2 Data Analysis Software MARS
Another essential part of an experiment is to have a good analysis data chain
efficient in data processing. The software package, entirely written by collab-
oration members, is MARS (MAGIC Analysis and Reconstruction Software).
In the package many programs are developed to cover all the standard anal-
ysis steps from the .raw uncompressed files to the extrapolation of the light
curve in case of a detection. Each program inside the MARS package is
written in C++ language and is based on the ROOT framework [56].

3.4.3 Data Analysis Steps
The fundamental steps of the standard MAGIC analysis chain are the fol-
lowing:

1. Calibration Signal and Extraction (→ callisto);

2. Image Cleaning and Hillas Parameters calculation (→ star);

3. First Data Quality Selection (→ superplot, quate or manually);

4. Stereo Reconstruction (→ superstar);

5. Random Forest Training (→ coach, for stereo data;→ osteria for
mono data);

6. Hadronness Estimation (→ melibea);

7. θ2 Plot Production (→ odie);

8. Sky Plot Production (→ caspar);

9. Flux (→ flute);

10. Unfolding (→ CombUnfold macro);

Calibration

This is the first step of the chain. After the FADC the signal is digitized
and stored to the disk with data run files of .raw extension with an identi-
fication letter D. Now the runs are available to be downloaded and used for
this first step of the chain. The program callisto (CALibrate LIght Signals
and Time Offsets) aims to extract the amount of charge and the timing in-
formation from each pixel of each event in a data run files. Then the charge
of each pixel is reconverted into photo-electrons using the calibrations runs.
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After this procedure, the .raw input files are renominated with another iden-
tification letter, Y and with a .root file extension.

Date_Telescope_Run.SubRun_Y_Sourcename–WDst+DegreeRot.root

Image Cleaning and Hillas Parameters

As mentioned above at this stage the data run files contain the amount of
charge of each camera pixel for each time event. The Cleaning procedure is
needed because, as in Figure 3.12, all camera pixels have a minimum signal Q
(charge). This is mainly due to the diffuse background that surrounds each

Figure 3.12 – Cleaning procedure for MAGIC I (left) and MAGIC II (right) data.

shower image. With the program star (STandard Analysis and Reconstruc-
tion) more than one cleaning procedure9 could be selected. This procedure is
very delicate and fundamental, because each cleaned event is the cornerstone

9it depends mainly on the time analysis period (i.e., hardware settings of the two
telescopes). It could change, depending on the particular analysis to be performed, and
on the kind of source and weather conditions.
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for the reconstruction theory: if the cleaning is not appropriate most of the
event could be wrongly reconstructed, causing a completely wrong result. A
user running star on the run data can select three algorithms:

1. Time constraint Absolute Image Cleaning: using this cleaning
algorithm method, the information about charge (quantity of photo-
electrons) and arrival time are taken into account for each pixel. The
user only has to choose the value for the minimum charge Qcore and
Qbound to identify the core and the boundary pixels of the shower event.
The steps followed by the program are the following:

(a) only the pixels with a value ≥ Qcore are selected,
(b) a pixel is labeled core pixel if it has at least one next neighbour,

and
- only core pixels that are within a time arrival of 4.5 ns10 survive;

(c) core pixel with direct charged neighbour ≥ Qbound and
- only boundary pixels with a time difference with the core pixel

> 1.5ns are considered valid.

2. Sum Image Cleaning: is a more complex algorithm designed to
improve the low-energy analysis. In this procedure, signals are first
clipped in amplitude. Depending on the neighboring pixels logic in the
camera (2NN, 3NN, 4NN), the sum of signals is computed. These pix-
els are considered as belonging to the shower image only when the sum
is above a certain threshold and within 1ns of time interval. At this
stage, for the surviving pixels, the absolute timing selection for core
and boundary pixels is used to single out cleaned events. This harder
selection allows low levels of Qcore and Qbound to be maintained because
the NSB should not dominate on the summed pixels.

3. Dynamical Sum Image Cleaning: this cleaning algorithm is based
on the Sum Cleaning algorithm:

(a) all the pixels are processed following the Sum Cleaning criteria
and

(b) the survived are scaled in function of Size11 and a scaling factor.

It seems to be the most efficient cleaning method in case of very faint
and different signals e.g., when we analyze several different regions

10it depends on the energy of the primary particle.
11is one of the Hillas parameters [58].
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of the sky with different background conditions. This is the cleaning
method that I used for all my data analysis.

After the image cleaning the image events are ready for the calculation of the
Hillas parameters [58]. In total 25 image parameters are calculated for
each event: some are about the geometrical features of the image and others
on the Q charge of the pixels. I quote only some parameters (Figure 3.13)
that are fundamental for the γ/hadron discrimination and energy estimate.

Figure 3.13 – The principal Hillas parameters [59].

• Size. It is the total number of ph.e. of the single event image. Roughly
it is proportional to the energy of the primary particle for a given zenith
angle and Impact parameter.

• Length. Because of the typical elliptical shape of the image created by
an event, at least two shape parameters are calculated. One of those
is the Length. It represents the numerical value of the semi-major axis
of the image and is closely related to the longitudinal development of
the shower. From simulations of γ- or hadron-induced shower it is seen
that, for a fixed Size, the Length parameter is on the average smaller
for a primary photon than for a primary hadron.

• Width. It is the other value needed to describe an elliptical shape. It
is closely related to the transversal development of the shower, and it
represents the semi-minor axis of the ellipse. The Width value, as we
know from simulations, is typically smaller for primary photons than
for primary hadrons as a consequence of the high transverse momentum
of hadron-induced showers.
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• CoG. Center of Gravity of the image. It gives the value of the coordi-
nates of the point of the weighted mean signal.

• Alpha(α). It is the angle formed by the major axis of the ellipse and
the imaginary line connecting the CoG with the real source position
in the camera. It is possible to know α only if the source position is
known. This is a strong discriminating parameter because the images
of a γ-ray shower is an ellipse whose major axis points to the source
position on the camera. α is especially used in case of ON & OFF mode
(Figure 3.13). For this motivation the Alpha parameter for a γ-induced
shower is expected to be small. Hadronic showers are isotropically
distributed in the sky, producing a flat Alpha distribution. Only in
case of a γ-induced showers do we expect to have a distribution peaked
at low α-values.

• Dist. It is the angular distance between the CoG of the image and
the source position in the camera. It is useful to determine the Impact
parameter and the correlated shape of the image: this improves the
energy estimation.

• Leakage. It is a parameter correlated with Dist and the energy of the
event. It is the percentage of the signal contained in the external pixel
of the camera. From Leakage it is possible to derive the fraction of
lost signal caused by a large Impact parameter or a very high energetic
event. High Leakage means that most of the event light is outside the
camera, hence the event may be rejected.

• Conc n. It is a list of different concentration parameters. The Conc n
parameter is calculated taking the ratio between the number of pixels
with the strongest signal and the Size value of the image. This is an-
other discriminator since we expect higher value for γ-induced showers.

• M3long. It is a sort of a iso-level light function. The M3long parame-
ter explores the spread of the signal along the axes of the image and its
morphology. This is fundamental to know where the positions of the
head and the tail of the event shower are. This parameter is useful to
understand the side of the image.

• θ2. θ is the angular distance between the position of the pointing source
and the estimated source position considering the major axis of the
image event. It is the parameter normally used instead of α in the case
of WOBBLE data. It is in fact plausible to think that the major axis
of the ellipse event is in the same trajectory of the primary γ-ray. To
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have an idea of the distribution of the background and the γ events
it is common to plot θ2. This is convenient because in case of a flat
distribution of hadron events (background) the γ events will be simply
detected as peaking values near 0.

At the end of this procedure only the surviving cleaned data run files, with
all the Hillas parameter associated with each event, are written by the star
program in renamed .root files. The Lt letter change from Y of the input
files to I of the new star generated files.
Output file form:

Date_Telescope_Run.SubRun_I_Sourcename–WDst+DegreeRot.root

First Data Quality Selection

After the cleaning procedure, a data selection is needed to reject bad-quality
data run. In fact some external or internal conditions may altered the data
acquisition. The possible sources of noise or bad-event acquisition could be
identified in:

• bad weather condition such as:

– high clouds,12

– high humidity,
– and dust of the Sahara desert (calima).

• hardware problems such as:

– low mirror reflectivity,
– bad PSF (Point Spread Function),
– camera inhomogeneities due to, e.g., some saturated or dead pix-

els,

• casual source of noises like a car flash driving close to the observatory.

The first thing that the analyzer has to do is to check each data run, provided
with all the available informations to check the status of the data, the status
of hardware and the weather conditions.
These information can be found:

12that could be scanned by the LIDAR (Laser Detection and Rangin), a laser telescopes
system installed near the Counting House.
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1. in the output of the DataCheck files13;

2. in the notes wrote in the RunBook;

3. searching the Pyrometer weather information in the data run14;

4. manually or with homemade scripts.

After this check the data could be automatically selected using a dedicate
tool quate(QUAlity TEster). This software is developed to deeply check
the mean behavior of various parameters inside the data runs. The software
allows one to decide the cuts, directly showing the status distribution of the
parameters.

Stereo Reconstruction

After 2009 the data are acquired in stereo mode. MAGIC I was joined by
MAGIC II with essentially the same characteristics. For the stereo obser-
vations a new program was developed called superstar. The stereo mode
is very efficient in reducing the background, mostly for its ability to recog-
nize muons or casual spurious events. During this step more than one stereo
parameter are generated to be later used in the RF training (see next Sec-
tion). In particular, following a first geometrical reconstruction15, superstar
calculate the

• Impact parameter: it is the distance between the shower axis and the
position of the telescope. The first step is to calculate the shower axis of
the event. The way in which this parameter is determined is represented
in Figure 3.14. Starting from the assumption that the major axis of
the elliptical shape of each event points to the direction of the primary
γ-ray source, we could assume that the crossing point of the main axes
of the same event observed by the two telescopes represent the incident
direction of the primary γ-ray. The shower image axis corresponds to a
plane containing the shower axis and the telescope. The projection on
the ground of the shower image axis represents the distance between
the telescope and the shower axis impact core point on the ground.

13one example is the useful superplot file containing a page reassuming in 4 plots the
most important variables to reject a bad data run. This plot is available for observation
taken after end of 2012.

14if the system was working and the data right recorded inside the data run file.
15a first estimation of the stereo parameter is done at superstar level while a more

precise calculation will be made later at melibea level through a position reconstruction
method (DISP).
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Impact M
I

MAGIC II

Impact M
II

MAGIC I
Reconstructed

Direction
Reconstructed

Core Impact point

Figure 3.14 – Geometrical reconstruction to extract the Impact parameter.

The intersection of the two telescope lines represent the shower ground
Impact. This method is very reliable, except for small angles between
the major axis of the two event images in the camera.

• MaxHeight parameter: this parameter is reconstructed starting from
the shower axis previously calculated for the Impact parameter. The
shower MaxHeight parameter wants to identify the distance from the
core (where the shower is brightest) to the ground. To guarantee a
unique result the MaxHeight parameter is defined as the altitude that
minimizes the distance between the 3 lines: the shower axis, the the
telescope-position line, and the image-centroid direction line as in Fig-
ure 3.15.

Figure 3.15 – Impact parameter and geometrical triangle minimization for the shower
maximum height reconstruction [60].
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This procedure is not used in case of mono-data files. At the end the
superstar program converts two files with individual image parameters16

into one single with S as identification letter of the file. In this packaging
step the files created are one for each run number, reducing furthermore the
number of data files to the number of data run.
The output file will be of the form:

Date_Run_S_Sourcename–WDst+DegreeRot.root

Random Forest Training

At this point of the chain we are working with Star or Superstar files. As
already mentioned only 1:10000 events are a γ-induced shower. The rest of
the events are formed by hadrons17 (mainly) and background noise which
are not completely subtracted. For a very effective hadron suppression a
new conception of statistical method is required: the Random Forest (RF)
method. Thanks to the difference in the development of hadron and γ show-
ers, hadronic-induced showers have a wider longitudinal and transversal de-
velopment. With the help of coach (Compressed Osteria Alias Computation
of the Hadronness parameter), in the case of a stereo analysis several RF
files can be generated. coach is a MARS program that is developed to train
the RF algorithm. Training means that we must teach an algorithm how to
recognize the nature of the incoming event.18 The method to generate the
RF files involves the use of 2 subsamples of data files. One from OFF -data
files19 and the other from MCγ data shower20. With these two ingredients
and with the aid of the program21, the RF algorithm is coached to know
(from the reference OFF -data events background) how the quantity that we
are searching for, looks like on the basis of the Hillas parameters of each
event. Usually three Random Forest files are grown by coach.

1. A γ/hadron separation Forest file. For the generation of these
files the RF is trained using two subsample of OFF -data and MCγ

16the file generated from each telescope with I identification letter.
17muons are statistically five times less probable that an hadron event and the CRe are

negligible in the point-source analysis.
18this is a well adopted technique applied to astronomical optical images: for example

to recognize and count the objects with defined morphological features.
19run data with certainly no detection or taken specially in OFF -mode for the desired

source.
20Monte Carlo methods are a class of computational algorithms extremely suitable for

the simulation of events with many degrees of freedom: such as the atmosphere conditions.
21coach or steria
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data files to know how a γ event looks like. This training uses the the
Hillas parameters related to the morphological22 and to the dispersion
features of the signal23. This generates a

RF.root file.

2. 2 Disp Estimation Forest files. This RF file is generated as the
previous one for each single telescope but using a regression method to
estimate the DISP(Distance between the Image centroid and the Source
Position) parameter. The

DispRF.root file is so generated for each telescope.

3. Energy Lookup tables (LUT). This file is generated using the only
contribution of the MCγ events. The LUT is a matrix with as many
dimensions as the number of parameters depending on the energy we
to consider for energy reconstruction – in particular for a given zenith
angle the Impact and MaxHeight parameters. The

Energy_Table.root file is so generated containing the energy of an
event as the value stored in the table for the multi-parameters bin
corresponding to this event.

Hadronness, Energy and DISP Estimation

This is the last step in transforming data analysis files. At this point the pro-
gram melibea (MErge and Link Image parameters Before Energy Analysis)
is used to produce three new parameters each applying the three previously
generated Forest files:

• MHadronness is the container which stores the parameter generated
by the program once RF.root file is applied to the Superstar ON -data
files. It gives the Hadronness value for each event. Hadronness is a
range number from 0 to 1 that means the minimum or the maximum
probability for each event to be a primary hadron or γ particle.

• MEnergyEst is the container used to store the reconstructed esti-
mated energy for each event using the Energy_Table.root file.

22parameter as the Length, Width, Dist and so on.
23such as M3long.
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• MStereoParDisp is a container generated by melibea using the
DispRF.root file. Inside this container all the new stereo parame-
ters estimated by the DISP method are stored – these new stereo pa-
rameters are more reliable than the stereo parameter calculated only
geometrically at superstar level.

At the end, after running melibea, the last renamed files are created. These
are the fully analized event files:

Date_Run_Q_Sourcename–WDst+DegreeRot.root

and all the information about γ events are inside.

θ2 Plot Production

For the research of a stereo point-like signal the θ2 method is the most ef-
ficient (see Figure 3.16). Also in this case we are using a Hillas parameter,
in particular the distance in camera coordinates between the reconstructed
shower origin DISP and the pointing position. A source is considered

detected if the excess events are detected above 5 σ of significance,

i.e. the probability that the observed excess of events results from a sta-
tistical fluctuation of the background is < 10−5. In particle physics the
confidence level is 3σ, because the events occur in a controlled environment.
Here, the presence of unknown systematics is lumped in the extra 2σ, so that
a nominal 5σ significance is considered to be effectively corresponding to <
10−3 likelihood (i.e. 3σ) that the measured excess be a chance fluctuation
of the background. The significance σ is defined by the expression (Li &
Ma [61]):

σ =
√

2
{
Non ln

[
1 + α

α

(
Non

Non +Noff

)]
+Noff ln

[
(1 + α)

(
Noff

Non +Noff

)]}1/2

where Non and Noff are the numbers of ON and OFF events in the signal
region and α is the rate between the effective observational time of ON -data
and OFF -data samples.

Skymap

Before flux estimation, another useful tool is used to check the position of
the source. caspar is a two-dimensional map of the reconstructed incoming
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Figure 3.16 – Example of a θ2 plot from odie using ∼ 5 h of Crab data. The signal and
background regions are highlighted in red and blue, respectively.

direction of each event (see Figure 3.17). The fundamental role is to check
the resolution of the analysis and to point out eventual mispointings during
the data taking.

Flux

The ultimate goal for the analysis of a source is the estimation of the VHE
flux. After the detection of a significant level signal, the determination of
the integral and differential energy flux is performed by the flute program.
The definition of the differential energy flux of a source is(

dφ
dE

)
= dNex

dAeff · dt · dE
(3.1)

where the dNex are the excesses in the energy bin dE estimated from the θ2

plot, Aeff is the effective collection Area and t the effective observation time.
The effective collection Area is the total area affected by all measured events.
As explained in §2.4, a typical IACT area could be several times larger than
the actual reflecting surface of the telescope mirror. The effective area is
calculated using MCγ data, comparing, the number of simulated events Ns

within an area of impact As as a function of the estimated energy E and the
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Figure 3.17 – Sky-map Crab data sample.

zenith angle, and the number of events N(E, θ) extracted at the end of the
data analysis chain. This procedure is embodied in the following expression:

Aeff (E, θ) = As
Nex(E, θ)
Ns(E) . (3.2)

Unfolding

After the estimation of the flux made by flute, the ultimate passage in the
analysis is to obtain a true energy spectrum of the observed source. Because
of the detector’s finite energy resolution and the presence of internal (instru-
ment) and external (environment) bias, an appropriate unfolding procedure
is needed. The unfolding process could be formalized as:

b(y) =
∫
M(x, y)t(x) dx (3.3)

where b(y) is the distribution of the measured parameter (estimation E),
M(x,y) is the migration function (detector response, generate using the MCγ)
and t(x) is the distribution of the true E parameter → the solution of our
problem. The most intuitive way of acting is the deconvolution process that
means to represent the problem in matrix form:

B = M × T (3.4)
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and invert the M matrix to find the T space of the true parameters – the M
matrix is not always invertible and the resulting T seems to be not always
stable. The solution of this problem is to use an unfolding with regularization:

χ2 = χ2
0
w

2 +Reg(T ) (3.5)

where w is the regularization parameter, χ2
0 the χ2 between M × T and B,

and Reg(T ) is the regularization term. The goal of this method is to find
a solution for T minimizing the χ2 from a fixed value of the regularization
weight parameter w. This passage is made in MARS using the CombUnfold
macro that give the possibility to the analyzer to choose the Reg(T ) term
based on the three commonly used method: the Schmelling [62], Bertero [63]
and Tikhonov [64].
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4 Detecting CRe with MAGIC

This chapter is devoted to the different approach used for diffuse particle
detection. The standard γ detection has been optimized for point-like

sources (and, recently also, for extended sources) also because MAGIC was
built with the initial purpose to observe γ-ray sources. In this case photons
come directly from sources in the sky, i.e. from a specific area of the MAGIC
camera during pointing. Diffuse particles, that can be not only protons or
electrons but also photons or heavier nuclei, must be detected in a completely
new way.
The research presented in this thesis is focused on the stereo analysis of CRe
spectra using a particular dynamic cleaning method (see §3.4.3), which is
extremely sensitive and efficient for the Hillas parameters reconstruction.
The diffuse approach – here presented in detail for the CRe detection – is a
completely new and innovative way of acting.

4.1 Diffuse Method – Basics
The most important difference between the point-like method and the dif-
fuse-source method lies in the discrimination tool.
In the case of a point-like source the γ-ray extraction is enormously powered
by the θ2 parameter. As already described (§3.4.3) this angle represent the
angular distance between the position of the targeted source and the esti-
mated source position1. Diffuse particles are not bound to particular pointing
positions in the sky. For this reason the new diffuse method must be based
on another discrimination parameter, independent of the pointing direction
of the telescopes. The parameter used in this thesis is the Hadronness (see
§3.4.3).

1considering the major axis of the image event.
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In my work, Hadronness is the probability, computed by the RF training at
each Superstar event and added at melibea level, that an event may have
been initiated by an electron (0) or a hadron (1). Because this thesis’s work
is about the study of the CRe, from now on, I will use the diffuse method
optimized for the CRe spectrum detection2. In the diffuse analysis no real
OFF -data ({OFF}) can be used for background subtraction because the
whole camera can potentially contribute a CRe signal. Hence the require-
ment of a dedicated MC production.

In Table 4.1 I summarize the most important parameters (that I will
show in detail later) and differences used in point-like and diffuse analysis
approach.

Analysis Method
diffuse source point-like source

OFF data (RF) {MCp} (train) real data
bkgd subtraction {MCp} (test) real data
excess computed with electronflux flute
excess computed by Hadronness theta2

assumption α{MCes}+ β{MCps} = {ONs} theta2 < value
MC signal {MCe} {MCγ}

significance (σ) ({ONs} − β{MCps})/∆Nbkgd LI&Ma (ref.)

Aeff Aacc = Aeff · Ω As
N
Ns

diff. flux determination dφ/(dEdΩ) dφ/dE
diff. flux used unity TeV−1cm−2s−1 GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1

Table 4.1 – A schematic view: diffuse vs. point-like analysis parameters.

4.1.1 Monte Carlo Sample
Unlike controlled experiments, where calibration is possible within the exper-
iment itself, IACT experiments have no way to directly control the environ-
ment: the only way is to use MC event simulations to predict performances
and calibration. In the point-like approach the only MCs needed are not
diffuse MCγ data ({MCγ}) simulated events. For the diffuse method two
specified MCs have to be newly produced:

1. proton events ({MCp}) to simulate diffuse background events;
2electrons to be meant the only diffuse-signal particles.
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2. electron events ({MCe}) to simulate diffuse signal events.

Table 4.2 summarizes the MC productions I used for this work.

MCs Production
diffuse point-like

particle protons electrons γa b c
events 106 1.2 · 106 6 · 105 3 · 105 2 · 105

view cone (°) 4 4 6 4.5 -
zenith range (°) 6 - 36 7 - 37 5 - 35 5 - 35
azimuth range (°) 0 - 360 0 - 360 0 - 360 0 - 360
power low index -2 -2 -2 -1.6

Table 4.2 – Most important parameters for each MC production.

Monte Carlo Production

The MAGIC MC production is based on three consequential stages.

• EAS simulation: it is the first step in the simulation of the primary
event (particle or photon) in crossing the atmosphere. The software
used for this purpose is CORSIKA, created for the KASCADE ex-
periment by the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe [65]. At this stage the
software simulates and stores all the relevant information such as en-
ergy, particle nature, timing, or direction of the secondary particles.
A dedicated part of the code follows the evolution of the Cherenkov
light generated by the secondary charged particles traveling in the at-
mosphere – in particular to be used for IACTs experiments. All the
software parameters can be tuned up to specific features of the experi-
ments, including models of the atmosphere3 or the magnetic field. Be-
cause of the different nature of the simulated particles, different models
have to be used for particle interactions:

– hadrons: the interactions are simulated based on the experimental
knowledge gained in cross-section experiments. Because no exact
value at TeV energies was available at the time when these {MCp}
samples were generated, a large uncertainty is associated to the

3for example the different elements composition for different atmospheric stratifications
and density during the year.
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knowledge of the hadronic cross-sections ∼ 30% [66]. The hadron
shower generated for the {MCp} production used in this thesis
are simulated using two different energy models: FLUKA [67]
and QGSJet-II [68] for the low- and high-energy interactions, re-
spectively;

– leptons and photons: the interactions involving only electrons,
positrons, and photons during the electromagnetic shower devel-
opment are well modeled. These interactions are completely sim-
ulated with CORSIKA based on the EGS4 model [69].

• Interaction with the telescope mirror: the second step of the sim-
ulation is made up by the Reflector function. At this step, using all the
information about the mirror dish of the telescope, only the reflected
Cherenkov photons are saved for the next step. In the case of diffuse
particle it is possible to define a view cone angle – in particular for the
{MCe} and {MCp} productions. The diffuse concept is introduced as
particles could also be observed from a different incident angle: it is
possible to simulate particles inside a cone view aperture chosen by the
user. This first selection is completely dependent on the instrumental
feature. Hence the requirement of dedicated MC production for each
instrumental changes.

• Camera response: this is the final step, where the event after the
reflection by the mirror hits the camera. Photomultipliers, trigger, and
the data acquisition system have to be concerned with all the gain
factors and limitations. Statistical studies on real conditions and real
data are taken into account to make the events look as real as possible.

4.2 Diffuse Analysis

Searching for CRe using the diffuse method can be done with no problem
following the standard analysis chain down until the melibea level,4 with
some precaution:

• {MCp} instead of {OFF}: the CRe are diffuse particles, therefore no
camera region can be used as a background signal subtraction. Dedi-
cated {MCp} are used to simulate the background;

4the last data level parameters manipulation.
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• RF production: for diffuse methods we use diffuse {MCe} and {MCp}.
The coach software used for standard point-like {MCγ} has been mod-
ified for this purpose;

• more accurate MC zenith selection: in the diffuse analysis all the trig-
gering area of the telescope, not only a limited central region, is con-
sidered useful.

• electronflux instead of flute: the standard point-like signal extrac-
tion is made with the latter: the powerful tool used for this purpose
is the theta2 parameter. For the diffuse CRe excess extraction, a com-
pletely modified version of fluxlc (see §3.4.3) is used: electronflux,
already deposited in CVS for the new MARS distributions. With
electronflux, as compared to flute, is possible to:

– use {MCp} as {OFF};
– consider diffuse MCs as signal events;
– compute the differential energy flux as a function of the cone view

angle.

Moreover a special electronflux mode allows tests with point-like
sources to be made.

Following the third item above I studied the distribution of the reconstructed
directions for the diffuse {MCe} and {MCp} sample. I focused in particular
on the nominal minimum and maximum zenith values (see Table 4.2). These
ranges are well optimized for the point-like analysis ({MCγ} not diffuse)
where only a small part of the camera, near the expected source position,5
is taken into account as a valid signal area. In Figures 4.1, 4.2 and, 4.3, I
report the distribution of the reconstructed events for {MCe} and {MCp} for
minimum and maximum zenith values. I treated {MCp}(a) and {MCp}(b-c)
separately (see below and Table 4.2) because they had been generated for
different zenith ranges. To guarantee homogenous event reconstruction over
the camera trigger area for each telescope pointing position I conservatively
selected new zenith ranges for:

• {MCe}: 8° to 32°,

• {MCp}(a): 9° to 33°,

• {MCp}(b-c): 10° to 34°,
5depending on the decided offset of the data pointing.
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Figure 4.1 – Study of the {MCe} event reconstruction as a function of the
minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) zenith pointing position of MI telescope.
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Figure 4.2 – Study of the {MCp}(a) event reconstruction as a function of the
minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) zenith pointing position of MI telescope.
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Figure 4.3 – Study of the {MCp}(b-c) event reconstruction as a function of the
minimum (top) and maximum (bottom) zenith pointing position of MI telescope.
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which means a final useful zenith range for the diffuse analysis of 10° - 32°
zenith degrees. So the RF I have produced – to be used for the diffuse analy-
sis, including the testing stage – is made by {MCe} and {MCp} chosen inside
the above zenith range.

4.2.1 Diffuse Signal Extraction
As already mentioned, the entire diffuse approach is focused on the use of the
Hadronness parameter. This is a reasonable choice because the Hadronness
parameter is not dependent on the event direction in the camera. In the
diffuse analysis, all the camera’s triggering area must be used.

This method is based on the realistic assumption that ON -data ({ON})
events are the sum of {MCp} events and {MCe} events ( the lake of MCs data
for other particles can be reasonably taken into account with an uncertainties
on the energy flux normalization of ∼ 5% [70]).

Therefore two normalization factors, one for {MCp} and one for {MCe},
have to be computed. In this way it is possible to simultaneously constrain
the number of events in the signal and in the background regions, taking also
into account the leakage of the {MCe}6. This simple condition is presented
as a system of two equations:{ONs} = α{MCes}+ β{MCps}

{ONb} = α{MCeb}+ β{MCpb}.

The normalizations factors α, β compatible with the rescaling of the
Hadronness for the {MCp} and {MCe} events, have to be properly calcu-
lated by solving the above equation. One elegant way to solve the equation
is applying the Cramer rule:

α = {MCpb} · {ONs} − {MCps} · {ONb}
det ; β = {MCes} · {ONb} − {MCeb} · {ONs}

det

with

det =
∣∣∣∣∣{MCes} {MCps}
{MCeb} {MCpb}

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.2)

6electrons events are also present in small quantity for medium-high value of Hadron-
ness.
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The two regions are selected by the analyzer (Figure 4.4):

• background region: is the region where we assume only hadron-like
events to be present;

• signal region: is a region defined by a fixed7 value as the fraction of
expected CRe in the signal zone, extrapolated from the {MCe} sample.

Figure 4.4 – Example of excess extraction with the use of the Hadron-
ness parameter. In the plot are highlighted the signal and background
region. Blue points are real events, red are background ({MCp}) ex-
pected events, green are the {MCe} simulated events and light blue the
excess events.

Unfortunately proton simulations are still not exact due to our the imperfect
knowledge of the hadronic cross section at high energies8. The {MCp} and
{MCe} productions have been generated with harder spectral indices than
observed, in order to increase the statistics at high energies. For this reason
a weight

wi = E
(Γreal−Γsim)
true (4.3)

is attached to each event, where Etrue is the simulated true energy, Γreal is
7or dynamical.
8causing, inter alia, a higher systematic error in the flux normalization w.r.t. point-like

analysis.
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the spectral index of the real energy CRp|e spectrum, and Γsim is the spectral
index of the simulated {MCp|e}. This step forces us to consider these events
no longer poissonian.

Because of this re-weighting the evaluation of the significance in the sig-
nal region does not follow the simple mathematical treatment of Li & Ma
formula9 [61]. The significance has to be therefore computed starting from
the significance expression used in the case of a dominant background noise:

σ = Nex

∆Nbkgd

(4.4)

where the number of excess Nex results from {ONs}− β{MCps} and ∆Nbkgd

is the error on the normalized {MCps} calculated following the general error
propagation rules.

It is therefore necessary to express the uncertainty on Nbkgd as:

∆Nbkgd = ∆(β · ps) = [(∆ps · β)2 + (∆β · ps)2]1/2, (4.5)

and for the uncertainty on the normalization factor β:

∆β = 1/det · {∆es
2[(βpb) + onb

2] + ∆eb
2[(βps) + ons

2]+

+β2[(∆pb · es)2 + (∆ps · eb)2] + es
2 · onb + eb

2 · ons}1/2.

The uncertainties on ps|b and es|b are calculated for each Hadronness bin as:

∆p|e =
√∑

i
w2

i , (4.6)

while ∆ons|b is treated as the error on a poissonian variable.
For simplicity I use es|b for {MCes|b}, ps|b for {MCps|b}, and ons|b for {ONs|b}.

Diffuse Spectrum Extraction

The final purpose of this analysis is estimating the flux of the Nex distribu-
tion. As already seen in §3.4.3 for point-like analysis, the flux φ is defined as
the excess number Nex per effective area Aeff and effective observation time
t. For the electron study, the diffuse nature has to be taken into account.

9where the Li & Ma formula is standard (IACTs technique) used in point-like analysis.
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The {MCe} are generated with embodied the specification of a cone view
angle that now, for flux extraction, has to be considered:(

dφ
dE

)
diff

= dNex

dAacc · dt · dE
(4.7)

where Aacc is the acceptance area defined as Aeff ·Ω. The acceptance area is
a generalization concept of the effective area that incorporates the simulated
solid angle Ω of the corresponding {MCe}. Usually, the differential energy
spectrum obtained for point-like sources is given in counts per energy interval,
per area unit, and per time interval (e.g., units of GeV−1m−2s−1) whereas for
diffuse sources there is a further dimension, sr−1. In order to extract the real
energy from the estimated one, a correction for the bias considering bias in
energy resolution introduced by the experiment will be needed. To this aim
an unfolding procedure will be applied to the events (see §3.4.3).

4.3 Testing the Diffuse Analysis
Like all new methods this one too has to be tested. The modified software
electronflux, which is based on the structure of the software fluxlc used in
the pre-upgrade period, enables a choice to test the Hadronness method with
point-like sources. The most common and safest way to test the efficiency
of the diffuse method consists in reproducing some known results, such as
the well-known Crab Nebula spectrum. The Crab Nebula is a Supernova
Remnant considered in the scientific community as a standard γ-ray candle
– except when it flares10: fortunately, during my investigation’s time span
the Crab Nebula was particularly stable with no flares. For a more complete
study (i.e, including different region of the sky) and to test the efficiency of
the diffuse method also for weaker γ-rays sources, I included another (still
relatively bright though) VHE source in the test: Markarian 501 – a galaxy
hosting an AGN. Note that the Crab Test is usually sufficient to validate the
quality of the analysis11.

In the case of the diffuse method, the background has to be entirely
simulated by the {MCp}: all parameters associated to each event are re-
constructed taking into account the charged and diffuse nature of the event.
This is a new concept, because no distinction and specific study had earlier

10the first detected flare was reported in September 2010.
11in the standard point-like analysis is commonly made a Crab Nebulae analysis to be

sure that the OFF -data used well reproduce the background and to optimize the cuts for
the observed source.
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(a) Crab Nebula sky field. (b) Markarian 501 sky field.

Figure 4.5 – (a) taken from the Wide Field Imager on the MPG/ESO 2.2-metre telescope
at ESOs La Silla Observatory in Chile. (b) Credit: SDSS, Size 13′×13′, Chart by S. Karge.

been made12 for the standard point-like analysis (where the only MC used are
γ particles). This double test in principle allows one to also check possible
additional MC dependences on wrong azimuth reconstructions (e.g., Earth
magnetic field) or bad background simulations (e.g., hadronic models and
the lack of other background particle simulation).

The Crab Nebula and Mrk501 can be observed by MAGIC with opposite
local coordinate (different intensities and pole of the Earth magnetic field).
In CORSIKA all our knowledge about the experimental environment is con-
sidered for the MC production, including the local magnetic field at MAGIC
site. These tests are meant to check the extraction quality of well-known γ-
ray spectra using the diffuse method versus the standard point-like method
also as a function of different telescope pointing positions13.

The analysis settings, apart from using the same RF of {MCp} and
{MCe} for both methods, can be summarize as follows:

• standard point-like analysis, where I used:

– flute standard software for flux extraction;

– point-like {MCγ} for Aeff calculation and signal estimation;

12in fluxlc and flute neither cone view nor distinction about azimuth ranges are used.
13could be for now a quality index of how the {MCp} are able to simulate the background

for different region of the sky – now needed also because this is the first time that a charged
MC is used.
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– different, additional regions free from known TeV sources within
the camera.

• diffuse analysis, where I used:

– electronflux software with the option to consider point-like source
data and not diffuse signal MCs;

– point-like {MCγ} for Aeff calculation and estimation of the signal;
– {MCp} for background estimation.

The well-known γ-ray source spectra of the Crab Nebula and Mrk501, ob-
tained with the standard software flute, can be favorably compared with
the corresponding outcome of the diffuse method: in particular, answering
the question whether the {MCp} well reproduces the background. I will use
only data that (1) belong to the same MC simulated hardware period (De-
cember 2009 to June 2011), (2) are inside 10° - 32° zenith range, and (3) will
pass the selection of the following quality criteria (i.e. explained in §3.4.3):

1. cloudiness < 40 %;

2. rate not stable and rate outside 20%;

3. camera humidity < 60 %;

4. > 30 stars in the FOV %;

5. technical problems.

4.3.1 Crab Test
The Crab data sample used for the test are carefully selected as to belong to
the same MC setting period – meeting the MC zenith requirement for diffuse
analysis method. In this period, after quality cuts, MAGIC observed the
Crab Nebula for a total effective time of ∼5 h. The observation time spans
from November 2010 to February 2011, covering a zenith range of 10° - 32°,
(see Table 4.3).

As for all scientific analyses, the fundamental final stage is the deconvo-
lution of the estimated energy with the instrumental response function, in
order to compute the true energy associated with each event. To extract this
information, which means quantifying and subtracting biases introduced by
the experiment (i.e., detector and environment), the procedure described in
§3.4.3 is now used. Because the energy migration matrix is hard to invert,
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Figure 4.6 – Crab Test differential energy spectrum: three unfolding
methods comparison for each analysis method. The full and empty sym-
bols represent, respectively, the diffuse and the point-like methods.

several statistical methods for matrix inversion will be used, to check the
stability of the convolution result.

For this stage I used the CombUnfod macro (see §3.4.3). I compared three
commonly used unfolding methods (i.e., Schmelling [62], Bertero [63], and
Tikhonov [64]) for each of the two different analysis approach (see Figure 4.6).
For the standard point-like analysis, assuming a power-law fit, the obtained
differential energy spectra are:

• Tikhonov (minimization by MINUIT):( dφ
dE

)
T

= (3.33±0.10(1)1.00±(2))·10−11E
−2.38±0.03(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Bertero:( dφ
dE

)
B

= (3.54±0.11(1)1.10±(2))·10−11E
−2.32±0.03(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Schmelling (minimization by Gauss-Newton method):( dφ
dE

)
S

= (3.55±0.10(1)1.10±(2))·10−11E
−2.33±0.02(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,
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Crab Nebula (RA: 05 h 34min 32.0 s, DEC:+22° 00′ 52′′)

Data Zenith [°] Azimuth [°] teff [h]
2010-10-09 15.5 - 20 104 - 111 0.27
2010-11-08 14 - 32 246 - 266 0.96
2010-11-09 21 - 32 257 - 266.5 0.70
2010-11-13 16.5 - 25.5 251 - 260.5 0.54
2010-11-14 21.5 - 26 256 - 262 0.33
2010-11-17 21 - 25 257 - 261 0.26
2010-11-18 30.5 - 32 264 - 265 0.08
2010-12-28 10 -13 234 - 240.5 0.14
2011-01-01 21.5 - 32 258 - 266 0.63
2011-01-02 26.5 - 32 262.5 - 266.5 0.25
2011-02-07 20 - 30 254.5 - 264 0.58
2011-02-08 21 - 29.5 255 - 264.5 0.57

Total 10 - 32 104 - 266.5 ∼5

Table 4.3 – Crab Nebula data set used for the Crab Test, covering an azimuth range from
∼100 to 270 degrees. teff stands for the effective observation period.

and for diffuse analysis, still assuming a power-law fit, the resulting energy
spectra are:

• Tikhonov (minimization by MINUIT):( dφ
dE

)
T

= (2.99±0.18(1)0.88±(2))·10−11E
−2.46±0.06(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Bertero:( dφ
dE

)
B

= (2.94±0.20(1)0.88±(2))·10−11E
−2.45±0.06(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Schmelling (minimization by Gauss-Newton method):( dφ
dE

)
S

= (2.97±0.16(1)±0.89(2))·10−11E
−2.47±0.06(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

where the subscripts (1) and (2) denote the statistic and systematic uncer-
tainties, respectively.

The values of the systematic errors are calculated based on the MAGIC
performance paper for the pre-upgrade period [54] concerning the point-like
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analysis. In a point-like approach, the systematic error on the flux normaliza-
tion is evaluated to be 19% at low energies (∼100GeV) and 11% for medium
energies (few hundred GeV). I considered an average constant value of 15%
for the point-like analysis and 30% for the diffuse analysis – due mostly to
the uncertainties on the cross-section values predicted by different hadronic
models at TeV energies (∼25%), and the exclusion, in the background sim-
ulation, of heavier nuclei (∼5%). The uncertainty on the spectral slope is
0.15 in point-like analysis [54]: for the diffuse analysis I considered the same
systematic error (as a reference level).

A good match between the three different unfolding methods in each of
the two analyses, and also globally between the standard point-like analysis
and the diffuse analysis, is clearly apparent.

4.3.2 Markarian 501 Test
The data set used for the Mrk501 Test belongs to the same observation cycle
defined by the MC production and used for the electron signal extraction.
The data did pass the usual quality cuts, and cover a time interval between
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Figure 4.7 – Mrk501 test differential energy spectrum: three unfolding
methods for each analysis method. Full and empty symbols represent,
respectively, the diffuse and point-like methods.

late March 2010 and mid-2011, for an effective observation time of ∼4.5
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hours (see Table 4.4). The inspected azimuth range spans from −60° to 60°,
to allow for a detailed check of any azimuth dependence.

Mrk 501 (RA: 16 h 53min 52 s, DEC:+39° 45′ 37′′)

Data Zenith [°] Azimuth [°] teff [h]
2010-03-21 29.7 - 31.3 59 - 60 0.11
2010-06-14 11 - 12.4 -24 - (-26) 0.34
2011-04-11 11 - 12 2 - 22 0.18
2011-05-08 15 - 30 40 - 60 0.97
2011-05-14 18 - 28 -59 - (-47) 0.67
2011-05-23 21 - 30 53.5 - 59.5 0.52
2011-05-29 17 - 27 46 - 58 0.75
2011-06-04 16 - 32 45 - 60 0.95

Total 11 - 32 -60 - 60 ∼4.5

Table 4.4 – Mrk501 data set used for the Mrk501 test, covering an azimuth range from
-60 to 60 degrees. teff stands for the effective observation period.

To make the two tests as compatible as possible, but for local source
coordinates, I used exactly the same internal cuts. Also in this case I unfolded
the differential energy spectrum. Figure 4.7 shows the three different spectral
extraction assuming a single-power-law fit to all the data point. It is well
know that Mrk501 is a variable source. I show therefore, only for software
testing, the differential spectrum for the point-like analysis:

• Tikhonov (minimization by MINUIT):( dφ
dE

)
T

= (1.87±0.12(1)±0.28(2))·10−11E
−2.10±0.05(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Bertero:( dφ
dE

)
B

= (1.94±0.10(1)±0.29(2))·10−11E
−2.10±0.05(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Schmelling (minimization by Gauss-Newton method):( dφ
dE

)
S

= (1.91±0.09(1)±0.29(2))·10−11E
−2.12±0.05(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

and for the diffuse analysis:
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• Tikhonov (minimization by MINUIT):( dφ
dE

)
T

= (1.48±0.14(1)±0.44(2))·10−11E
−2.17±0.16(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Bertero:( dφ
dE

)
B

= (1.43±0.17(1)±0.43(2))·10−11E
−2.03±0.14(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1,

• Schmelling (minimization by Gauss-Newton method):( dφ
dE

)
S

= (1.50±0.12(1)±0.45(2))·10−11E
−2.16±0.14(1)±0.15(2)
TeV TeV−1cm−2s−1.

For Mrk501 the comparison among the two different analysis methods sug-
gests in general a slight calibration underestimate for the diffuse method
w.r.t. the point-like method, in particular for energies under 400GeV. The
tests demonstrate the perfect adaptability of the software in analyzing point-
like sources with a good prospective of competitive results also for weaker
sources.
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5 Data Analysis and Results

This chapter is focussed on the CRe spectrum data selection and result:
i.e., the goal of this thesis work! Unfortunately, for IACTs experiments

γ-ray and CRe events are almost indistinguishable so some care to minimize
the γ-ray contamination has to be taken into account.

The data selection criteria follow the logically obvious scientific rule to
consider only data that match the MCs events. This is especially true for
the diffuse analysis where the entire information about the background is
completely simulated by the {MCp}.

In the past an excellent work was made that included software perfor-
mances and mono observation data [70]. The stereo configuration could be
used as soon as the second telescope, MAGIC II, started operation in late
2009. These preliminary results were obtained using the standard cleaning
method (see §3.4.3) and presented for the first time during the ICRC in
2011 [33].

The last section of this Chapter is devoted to my final stereo result using
the dynamical cleaning method – including, with respect to the past, more
data and an optimization of the electronflux software.

5.1 Data Selection Criteria
Standard point-like observations are concerned with potential γ-ray sources
in the sky that MAGIC can observe. For the electron diffuse analysis, the
most important things to take care of when choosing suitable data from the
MAGIC data center are:

1. hardware settings: the observation periods have to be chosen follow-
ing the MCs settings. MAGIC is a dynamic experiment, with a few
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upgrades per year that put the experiment always at the cutting edge
of technology.

2. diffuse γ-rays: in IACTs the event is represented by the Cherenkov
light coming from the whole shower collected by the experiment’s cam-
era. The event shapes generated by an incoming CRe or photon are
essentially indistinguishable – they are both generated by an electro-
magnetic shower (see §2.1). For this reason we had to consider a part
of the sky sufficiently away from the Galactic Plane from where most
of the diffuse γ-ray events come;

3. part of the sky free of galactic γ-ray sources: in the diffuse
analysis it is fundamental to take only those regions of the sky which
are uncontaminated by γ-sources. This, because there is no effective
method to distinguish between γ-rays and CRe’s.

4. observation mode: electrons are diffuse particles, which means equal
results when considering WOBBLE/ON & OFF data-pointing modes.
In addition it is preferred to use dark-time data in order to minimize
the uncertainty on background reconstruction ({MCp}).

In my case, these considerations have led to a rather small useful data sample
that comprises datasets relative to tentative detections of γ-ray sources, dark
patches1 and GRB.

The Fermi-LAT collaboration published an updated study of the total
extragalactic γ-ray background (EGB) radiation in October 2014 [32]. This
radiation measure includes individual and diffuse extragalactic γ-ray sources
– giving an upper limit to the maximum contamination from diffuse γ-rays
away from the Galactic Plane.

Figure 5.1 reports the diffuse γ-rays contamination of the EGB for Galac-
tic latitude 20° away from the Galactic Plane [32]. The contribution could
be reasonably contained around 0.1% of the electron flux observed by Fermi-
LAT [6], AMS-02 [9] and H.E.S.S. L-E [8]. This value is completely negligible
w.r.t. the energy normalization uncertainty in the point-like [54] and diffuse2

approaches.

1useful for tests as PSF determination etc.
2see Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.1 – EGB contribution [32] to the electrum spectrum observed
by Fermi-LAT [6] , AMS-02 [9] and H.E.S.S. L-E [8].

5.2 Previous MAGIC CRe Efforts

A previous MAGIC analysis and investigation of the CRe spectrum was car-
ried out by Daniela Borla Tridon in her Ph.D. thesis [70] and led to a prelim-
inary result in mono (Figure 5.2). The data used for such CRe spectral study
were taken in March-April 2008, relatively to the blazar 2E 1415+ 25573 in
Bootes. The result was achieved with an effective observation time of ∼7
hours with a zenith angle spanning from 5◦ to 20◦. The mono data were
cleaned with the standard method with a threshold of 6 photo-electrons for
core pixels and 3 for boundary photon-electrons.

A second analysis was also performed by D. Borla Tridon, again in her
Ph.D. thesis, after the second telescope went into operation and the MAGIC
I-II stereo system was ready to observe. In 2011, at the 34nd International
Cosmic Ray Conference (ICRC) in Beijing, the preliminary MAGIC stereo
CRe result (Figure 5.2) was presented [33], but to this date (Sept. 2015)
it has not found its way into a refereed paper. The regions of the sky se-
lected from the stereo data included three HBL sources (BLLac, 3c454.3
and 1FGLJ 2347.3+0710) undetected by MAGIC with the standard point-

3Galactic coordinate long: 33.7◦, lat: 70.6◦.
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Figure 5.2 – Recent and previous MAGIC CRe spectra results.

like stereo analysis. These three regions, within 14° < Zd < 27°, was ob-
served during different nights between December 2009 and November 2010
for a total effective observation time4 of ∼14 hours. For this stereo analysis,
D. Borla Tridon used a standard cleaning method: 6 photo-electrons for core
pixels, and 3 for boundary pixels for MAGIC I. Due to a higher photon to
photo-electrons efficiency level and a higher noise level in the read-out chain
of MAGIC II, the threshold level is higher for the second telescope: 9 photo-
electrons for core pixels, and 4.5 photo-electrons for boundary pixels. Borla
Tridon’s CRe spectral investigation was made taking into account a small
sample of data in a reduced zenith and azimuth ranges – compatibly with
the data avaliable at that time.

My work, which amounts to a new and complete study of the CRe spec-
trum, includes more data, more MCs, and crucial non trivial software debug-
ging. This will be the subject of the new section (§5.3).

4net of quality cuts.
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5.3 The MAGIC CRe Spectrum

This section is devoted to the original part of this work, my CRe spectrum
result, one of the most recent MAGIC result.

5.3.1 Data Selection
I followed the following sequential exclusion steps in order to consider good
data candidates: the data should

1. belong to the period November 2009 - June 2011 in agreement with the
{MCp} and {MCe} simulation period;

2. belong to the zenith range of the MC, i.e. 10° < Zd < 32°;

3. comply with the criteria mentioned in §5.1, i.e, extragalactic sky fields;

4. come from only dark-time data and pass the first data quality selection
(see §3.4.3);

5. have passed point-like analysis to make sure that there is no hint of
point-source detection;

6. match MC data well;

7. pass a further selection in zenith range to guarantee, for each zenith
bin, the appropriate statistics and a good mixing of different regions of
the sky.

Data “candidates”

I started searching the MAGIC data server following the first necessary re-
quests in the diffuse-analysis data selection. I found in total 9 extragalactic
dark-time data, belonging to the period November 2009 - June 2011, inside
the zenith range 10°- 32°, and with no hint of point-like or extended γ-ray
detection5 (see Figure 5.3). Table 5.1 summarizes these 9 fields: they all
passed the requests of the above selection list.

5I performed for all the selected sky fields the standard point-like analysis to check the
absence of γ-ray sources.
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FoV Gal. (l, b) [°] Zenith [°] RA DEC
SegueJ 219, 50 13 - 32 10 h 06min 58 s +15° 48′ 46′′

1FGLJ0338.8+1313 173, -33 15 - 31 03 h 38min 53 s +13° 13′ 53′′

1FGLJ2347.3+0710 96, -52 21 - 30 23 h 47min 19 s +07° 10′ 26′′

3c454.3 86, -38 13.5 - 31 22 h 53min 58 s +16° 08′ 53′′

BLLac 92, -10 19 - 27 22 h 02min 43 s +42° 16′ 40′′

MS1050.7+4946 160, 58 20 - 34 10 h 53min 43 s +49° 30′ 19′′

1ES 2321+419 106, -18 14 - 36 23 h 23min 52 s +42° 10′ 58′′

GRB110328 87, 39 29 - 32 16 h 44min 49 s +57° 34′ 59′′

4C55.17 158, 48 26.5 - 32 09 h 57min 43 s +55° 23′ 32′′

Table 5.1 – Dark sky fields at |b| ≥ 10° after quality data selection.
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Figure 5.4 – Impact MAGIC II parameter {MCp}/{ON} matching. On the top:
data group 1 – SegueJ, 3c454.3,1FGLJ2347.3+0710 and 1FGLJ0338.8+1313). In
the middle: data group 2 – BLLac, 1ES 2321+419 and MS1050.7+4946. In the
bottom data group 3 – 4C55.17 and GRB110328.
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Figure 5.5 – Impact MAGIC II parameter {MCp}/{ON} matching. On the top:
data group 1 – SegueJ, 3c454.3,1FGLJ2347.3+0710 and 1FGLJ0338.8+1313). In
the middle: data group 2 – BLLac, 1ES 2321+419 and MS1050.7+4946. In the
bottom data group 3 – 4C55.17 and GRB110328.
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Figure 5.6 – Localization of all the data candidate with Galactic Coordinates over the
Fermi five-year γ-ray all-sky map. I highlighted different data following the group 1 ,
group 2 and group 3 (Image Credit: NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration).

Data/MC Matching

After data selection and quality cuts, I based my selection of the data to
be used for the CRe spectrum study on their good match with the MC. As
already mentioned, in the diffuse method we cannot use the real background
for a precise hadron6 subtraction. This leads to the inevitable requirement
to use only data in very good agreement with the {MCp}.

I looked at all the event image parameters (Hillas parameters), most no-
tably for those used in a most delicate step of the analysis chain: the RF
training. I didn’t find a mismatch in general for the Hillas parameters, ex-
cept for the Impact (see §3.4.3) – parameter that is fundamental for a correct
event reconstruction for the Hadronness. The correct amount of excess in the
diffuse method is, by far and large, due to how much the {MCp} are able to
simulate the background (within uncertainties). Following the above argu-
ments, I was able to select 4 sky fields (SegueJ, 3c454.3, 1FGLJ2347.3+0710
and 1FGLJ0338.8+1313), out of 9, whose parameters are perfectly well re-
constructed by the {MCp} (see Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, group 1 ).

Nevertheless, three of the rejected data seemed to fit fairly well (BLLac,
1ES 2321+419 and MS1050.7+4946), but due to their low statistics I couldn’t
fully ascertain whether they were good or bad candidates for the analysis
(see Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, group 2 ). For 4C55.17 and GRB110328 the

6and, to be precise, all the other CR particles either diffuse and not.
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FoV Type Azimuth [°] teff [h]
Group 1

SegueJ G/GClstr 105 - 250 19
1FGLJ0338.8+1313 γ-S 115 - 245 7
1FGLJ2347.3+0710 γ-S 145 - 230 5

3c454.3 QSO 202 - 253 3
Total - 105 - 253 34

Group 2
BLLac QSO 41∼52 0.3

1ES 2321+419 QSO 0∼60 0.9
MS1050.7+4946 GClstr -46 - 360 3.6

Total - -46 - 60 4.8
Group 3

GRB110328 GRB -15 - 35 8
4C55.17 QSO -30 - 30 7
Total - -30 - 35 15

Table 5.2 – Sky fields with no hint of γ-ray detection and |b| ≥ 10° from the Galactic
Plane. I divided data in three groups based on the match level with {MCp} (see Fig-
ure 5.4): group 1 , group 2 and group 3 . G, GClrst, QSO, GRB, and γ-S stay for
Galaxy, Globular Cluster, Quasar, γ-ray Burst and γ-Source.

mismatch is evident (see Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5, group 3 ), so it is best not
use such data because most of the events will not be reconstructed correctly
by the {MCp}. For completeness I will consider two cases in my analysis:

• Case (a): data from group 1 + group 2 ;

• Case (b): only data from group 1.

At first glance it seems that the reconstructed {MCp} parameters well re-
produce sources in the azimuth range 100° - 260° [Case (b)], and less well sky
fields in other azimuth directions (Figure 5.4, 5.5 and Table 5.2). This first
insight seems to receive a later confirmation in the form of a possible slight
under-flux of electrons w.r.t. other confirmed experimental results – although
within error bars my result is fully compatible with the latter. This may be
interpreted as suggesting that the parameters used for the data selection are
reasonably correct.

The mismatch, still under study, seems to be caused by a bad {MCp}
reconstruction parameter that seems to show up as a wrong Impact parameter
as a function of the azimuth coordinate.
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MAGIC I MAGIC II
x[m] y[m] z[m] x[m] y[m] z[m]

standard used +3.500 −2.400 0 −3.500 +2.400 0
professional +3.459 −2.494 −0.06 −3.459 +2.494 +0.06

Table 5.3 – In the MARS coordinate system, the center is the middle point between the
telescopes. X axe is toward the North, Y toward West and Z up-ward.

Following the geometrical reconstruction used for the Impact parameter –
which, by the way, was uniquely done during this electron spectrum inves-
tigation – an explicit request for a professional measure of the MAGIC site
was requested to asses the validity of the values used until now. The stan-
dard and new (measured with a professional GPS equipment) coordinates
are summarized in Table 5.3, and referred to in Figure 5.7. The most im-
portant difference seems to be the previous complete omission in the events
reconstruction of the altitude difference among the two cameras.

X[m]

Figure 5.7 – Relative x, y, z coordinates of the two MAGIC telescopes in La Palma,
Canary Islands. Satellite view from Google map.
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In the case of a standard point-like analysis (where we use point-like {MCγ})
the geographical approximation doesn’t affect the final result.
For a diffuse analysis, on the contrary, where the signal is weaker and is
distributed over all the camera surface, the geometrical reconstruction may
be fundamental for the single event (see Figure 5.4).

Nevertheless, the causes of the MC/data mismatch (readily visible in data
group 3 ), are still under study without ruling out second-order errors in the
parameter reconstruction. Unfortunately the CORSIKA files for a {MCp}
production with a different coordinate are lost – no MC production with the
new coordinate values will be available in a short time.

Further Zenith Selection

The last item in the selection list is necessary to maintain both a good level
of statistics and a good mixing of different source events (i.e., parts of the
sky) in order to minimize the systematics.

Because I am dealing with two different analyses, for each of them I
studied the zenith distribution according to source distributions and number
of events. Figure 5.8 plots the stacked source events for Cases (a) and (b): in

(a) (b)

Figure 5.8 – Zenith stacked distribution of Case (a) and Case (b) samples.

both cases it is evident that a good choice is to consider zenith angles within
the range 13°- 30°, which contains zenith bins each containing ≥ 3% of the
total events.
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MAGIC I MAGIC II Note

size > 100 phe > 200 phe MI mirrors more degraded than MII,
and MII PMTs higher QE

leakage < 0.15 < 0.075 PMTs in trigger region smaller in MII,
w.r.t. MI.

numislands < 1.5 EM shower are characterized by
not more than 1 island in the camera plane

impact 10 m < pi < 300 m to exclude possible bad reconstructed event
where pi stand for the Impact parameter

maxheight > 4.5 ·103m to avoid possible presence of muons

rec. event inside ∼ 1° considering only rec. event in the same
size trigger PMTs MI-II camera region

Table 5.4 – Details on the cuts applied in electronflux for MAGIC I and MAGIC II.

5.3.2 Excess Extraction
All the data are treated with the dynamical cleaning (see §3.4.3). The set-
tings for MAGIC I are the threshold of 4 and 2 photo-electrons for respec-
tively core and boundary pixels. For MAGIC II, I used a slightly harder
cleaning level: 5 and 2.5 photo-electrons for core and boundary pixels. The
difference between the cameras and the corresponding noise levels justifies
the different value used in the cleaning for the two telescopes.

More dedicated cuts are used, during signal extraction (i.e., electronflux),
to reject the background and so to enhance the presence of diffuse electrons.
I summarize these cuts in Table 5.4. In addiction for both MAGIC I-II events
I added a cut in the reconstructed direction (∼1° away from the camera cen-
ter) to keep events only in the trigger region: in this way we make sure we
use same-size photomultipliers in both cameras.
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5.4 Results – Case (a)

Following the same path used for the Crab & Mrk501 Tests, I unfolded the
spectrum comparing the Schmelling [62], Bertero [63] and, Tikhonov [64]
methods (see Figure 5.9). For this more conservative analysis I consid-
ered {ON} from SegueJ, 1FGLJ0338.8+1313, 3c454.3, 1FGLJ2347.3+0710,
MS 1050.7+494, 1ES 2321+419 and BLLac for a total effective time of ∼39h
(group 1 + group 2 ).
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Figure 5.9 – Case (a). Differential electron energy spectrum: comparison between the
three analysis methods (Schmelling [62], Bertero [63] and, Tikhonov [64]).

Here I report the three resulting spectra, fitted with a power-law:

- Tikhonov (minimization by MINUIT):
( dφ

dE

)
T

= (8.62± 2.58(1) ± 2.58(2)) · 10−8E
−3.37±0.25(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1,

- Bertero:( dφ
dE

)
B

= (8.47± 2.53(1) ± 2.53(2)) · 10−8E
−3.38±0.25(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1,
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- Schmelling (minimization by Gauss-Newton method):

( dφ
dE

)
S

= (8.21± 2.12(1) ± 2.48(2)) · 10−8E
−3.41±0.22(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1,

where I used the (1) and (2) subscripts to denote the statistic and systematic
error, respectively. The systematic uncertainties on the flux normalization
and the spectral slope are chosen following the same criteria as in Chapter
§4.3.1.

Figure 5.10 – My CRe spectrum result – Case (a) – in comparison with the most recent
CRe experiments result. H.E.S.S (H-E [7], L-E [8]), Fermi-LAT [6], ATIC-2+4 [10] and,
AMS-02 [9]. The dotted line represents the large-scale Galactic component computed with
GALPROP [26] while the blue solid line represents the CRe spectrum computed as the sum
of significant contribution from the observed pulsars within a distance < 1 kpc from the
ATNF catalogue [25] and, the large-scale Galactic component. The dominant contribution
of Geminga and Monogem pulsars [23], as an additional component with an injection index
Γ = 1.5 [6], is showed in color dot-dashed lines.

The result for Case (a) is plotted in Figure 5.10, alongside the most recent
published results of other experiments. The flux points are in good agreement
with AMS-02 [9], Fermi-LAT [6] and H.E.S.S. L-E [8].
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5.5 Results – Case (b)
In this second analysis I take into account only the sources that seem to
be completely matching the {MCp} (only group 1 ). I included as {ON}
therefore SegueJ, 1FGLJ0338.8+1313, 3c454.3 and 1FGLJ2347.3+0710 for
a total effective time of ∼34h.
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Figure 5.11 – Case (b). Differential electron energy spectrum: comparison between the
three analysis methods (Schmelling [62], Bertero [63] and, Tikhonov [64]).

Here I report the three spectral power-law fits:

- Tikhonov (minimization by MINUIT):( dφ
dE

)
T

= (9.50± 2.63(1) ± 2.84(2)) · 10−8E
−3.35±0.24(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1,

- Bertero:( dφ
dE

)
B

= (9.34± 2.63(1) ± 2.79(2)) · 10−8E
−3.35±0.23(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1,

- Schmelling (minimization by Gauss-Newton method):( dφ
dE

)
S

= (9.19± 2.22(1) ± 2.74(2)) · 10−8E
−3.37±0.21(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1.
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Figure 5.12 – My CRe spectrum result – Case (b) – in comparison with the most recent
CRe experiments result. H.E.S.S (H-E [7], L-E [8]), Fermi-LAT [6], ATIC-2+4 [10] and,
AMS-02 [9]. The dotted line represents the large-scale Galactic component computed with
GALPROP [26] while the blue solid line represents the CRe spectrum computed as the sum
of significant contribution from the observed pulsars within a distance < 1 kpc from the
ATNF catalogue [25] and, the large-scale Galactic component. The dominant contribution
of Geminga and Monogem pulsars [23], as an additional component with an injection index
Γ = 1.5 [6], is showed in color dot-dashed lines.

Also in this Case (b) the flux points are in good agreement with AMS-02 [9],
Fermi-LAT [6] and H.E.S.S. L-E [8]. In this case this result turns out to be
better than in Case (a), so it strengthens the argument according to which
the only data that can be fully reproduced by MC simulations should be used
to calculate the CRe spectrum. Slightly better than Case (a).
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6 Conclusions

This thesis work contains the results of my Ph.D. study as a member of
the MAGIC collaboration. My first goal has been to measure the CRe

energy flux with the MAGIC stereo data. The CRe analysis, as diffuse-
source analysis, includes a deep knowledge of the standard MAGIC analysis
chain and a quite interesting challenge with respect to the already optimized
point-like analysis.

My personal interest was motivated by the curiosity about the performing
ability of the MAGIC telescopes to observe diffuse particles – technique that
will be useful also for the study of extended sources or for the separation of
CRe+ and CRe− in the “Moon shadow” project. (In the latter it proposed
to use the Moon as a shield from the incoming CRe, producing a favorable
deviation toward the North pole for CRe+ and the South pole for CRe−.)

A second motivation was the very interesting profile that the first pub-
lished CRe spectrum results showed since the very beginning an unexpected
feature above ∼60GeV not predicted by the standard CRe diffuse model in
the Galaxy [11]. The most likely interpretation was figured out in [23] who
suggested Monogen and Geminga to be the sources of the dominant CRe
contribution between 100GeV and 1.5TeV. A further curiosity come out
after the ATIC-2 result [28] pointed out a new feature in the spectrum for
energy between 300GeV and 800GeV.

In the standard analysis we have to measure a γ-ray flux coming from
a precise direction in the sky – that is completely nonsense in case of dif-
fuse particle observation. A new powerful tool with respect to θ2, used in
the point-like analysis, has to be used. The choice has been the use of the
Hadronness parameter, completely independent of the event’s arrival direc-
tion in the sky. Because of the impossibility to use {OFF} data as background
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subtraction,1 the diffuse method involved the generation and use (for the first
time) of dedicated {MCp} – new {MCe} have also been generated for the
signal extraction. This analysis is therefore very sophisticated being a good
reconstruction event test for the standard point-like analysis.

Indeed, during the testing phase of the diffuse analysis, I have revealed,
for the first time, an anomaly in the {MCp} stereo parameter reconstruction
as a function of local azimuth coordinate of the telescopes – {ON} data taken
between -35 and 35 degree (group 3 data) are not properly reconstructed by
the MCs. The azimuth dependence in the data analysis had never been
taken into account because of the homogeneity on the horizontal coordinate.
This problem has later been confirmed by a professional GPS measure of the
MAGIC site. In the stereo reconstruction (superstar level), the program
didn’t take into account the different elevation of the two MAGIC cameras
(∼1m), producing a probably wrong reconstruction, which is strongest for
group 3 data which, therefore, may not be used: in fact, the correspond-
ing MCs, which had been produced disregarding this camera elevation dif-
ference, provide a wrong background (for {MCp}) and signal (for {MCe})
reconstruction, causing a possible loss of events. For the standard analysis
this approximation seems to be negligible (although a flux improvement is
surely to be expected), but for the diffuse analysis it could amount to a fun-
damental correction in order to include also the ∼30% of the data that I had
to reject (group 3 sample).

During my diffuse analysis I used, for all data (group 1, group 2 and group
3 ), a data selection based only on the event fully matching the MC data.
For this reason I performed two analyses using different data sets.

The results in Figure 6.1 are completely compatible with the Fermi-LAT
result, with no hint of the ATIC hump between 300GeV and 800GeV. I
also reported my results in Figure 6.2 together with the other IACT CRe
spectrum result published (H.E.S.S. L-E [8] and H-E [7]) and unpublished
(MAGIC ICRC 2011 [33], VERITAS ICRC 2015 [34] and this work) and in
Figure 6.3 in comparison with the only unpublished results. My results are
completely compatible with Fermi-LAT and the other IACTs experiment,
with a measured flux of:

dφ
dE = (9.50± 2.63(1) ± 2.84(2)) · 10−8E

−3.35±0.24(1)±0.15(2)
TeV GeV−1m−2s−1sr−1.

It has to be notice as the new Pass8 Fermi-LAT data reduction [31] seems to
be perfectly compatible with my result in all the energy range. The MAGIC

1any sky field contain diffuse electrons.
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Figure 6.1 – My CRe results in comparison with the most recent CRe experiments result:
H.E.S.S (H-E [7], L-E [8]), Fermi-LAT [6], ATIC-2+4 [10] and, AMS-02 [9]. The dotted
line represents the large-scale Galactic component computed with GALPROP [26] while the
blue solid line represents the CRe spectrum computed as the sum of significant contribution
from the observed pulsars within a distance < 1 kpc from the ATNF catalogue [25] and,
the large-scale Galactic component. The dominant contribution of Geminga and Monogem
pulsars [23], as an additional component with an injection index Γ = 1.5 [6], is showed in
color dot-dashed lines.

result plays a fundamental role in confirming the VHE CRe spectrum trend
among IACTs.

This work comes as a cross-check internal program of MAGIC. The CRe
team is made by Pierre Colin (MPI2), Kathrin Mallot (DESY3) and me. The
other analyzer, Kathrin, whose results are compatible with mine, will soon
present the MAGIC diffuse analysis method at the TevPa conference that
will take place at the end of October 2015 in Kashiwa, Japan.

For a future, more robust result, there are few points that I would like to
consider:

• MCs GPS correction: due to the very sensitive diffuse-method, a new
production of corrected MCs are needed to an appropriate event re-
construction ⇒ huge amount of time machine and storage have to be
allocated;

2Max-Planck-Institut in Munich, Germany
3Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron in Zeuthen, Germany.
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Figure 6.2 – Recent CRe spectrum results from published (H.E.S.S. H-
E [7] and L-E [8]) and unpublished (MAGIC ICRC 2011 [33], VERITAS
ICRC 2015 [34] and this work) IACT experiments.
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• low statistics: all the other IACTs experiments used ≥ 100 h of data
using at least 4 Cherenkov telescopes to measure the CRe spectrum
⇒ more dedicated data and new dedicated post-upgrade MCs will be
needed for sharper background suppression and to lower the uncertain-
ties.

• camera inhomogeneities: the data used in this analysis belong to the
pre-upgrade period when the MAGIC I camera trigger area couldn’t be
larger than 1° in radius⇒ the use of the post-upgrade MAGIC system,
making the two telescopes equal, will permit a more homogeneous data
processing and a larger useful trigger area.

• uncertainties: the {MCp} are generated simulating the proton events
in background but

1. a non-negligible fraction is represented by α particles (∼9%) and
heavy nuclei (∼1%) producing a systematic uncertainties on the
flux normalization of∼5%⇒ a more dedicated uncertainties study
and MC particle production could definitely correctly estimate the
amount of inaccuracy;

2. the cross section at VHE energies were not perfectly known at
the time of the {MCp} production used in this work, leading to
systematic uncertainties on the flux normalization of ∼25% ⇒ a
more updated hadron model could be used in the generation of
the new {MCp} to lower systematic uncertainties.

3. depending on the sky-field, the local background may be different
⇒ a correction for a better match with the real background can
be applied to the {MCp} to improve the efficiency in background
subtraction.

• azimuth: electronflux as well as flute (and in the past fluxlc),
doesn’t distinguish and classify events based on their azimuth coordi-
nate. Using MCs charged particles ({MCp} and {MCe}) it could be
essential to take into account some deflections maybe generated by the
Earth magnetic field ⇒ it could be a good improvement to implement
an azimuth selection at coach level for the RF generation and in the
electronflux software. Furthermore a deeper investigation on pos-
sible deviations to be taken into account in the {MCp} and {MCe}
generation (for La Palma site) will improve the correct reconstruction
of the events.
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As a future project, it will be a good challenge to use this diffuse-method
with the new CTA, that will reach 10 times the sensitivity of the current
IACT experiments.

This Ph.D. experience has been for me a most exciting experience, both for
the wealth of scientific knowledge acquired and both for friendly relationship I
have entertained with many people in my Department and inside the MAGIC
collaboration.
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